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For minority students

REASONS MINORITY STUDENTS
LEAVE CLEMSON

University lags in retention
Editor's note: This is the first of a three
part series on the minority experience on the
Clemson campus.
by Dean Lollis
managing editor
Clemson University takes aparticularpride
in its efforts to recruit minority students. But
now questions arise as to what efforts the
University is making to keep minority students
here.
For the last few years, the enrollment of
minorities in the freshman class has increased.
Minority students comprise 10 percent of the
1990 freshman class, or 254 minority students
in an overall class of 2513. Minority students,
however, constitute 6.6 percent of the overall
enrollment, or 1075.
In 1988, the University's marketing department conducted a survey of 408 black
students who have graduated or withdrawn

from Clemson since 1979. According to the
results of that survey, the major reasons that
minority students leave Clemson are socialcultural related problems, a lack of black
students, a lack of helpful faculty, lack of
financial aid, inferior preparation of black
students and a lack of special programs for
black students.
"Face it. A lot of black students come here
from towns where they have never been
around a white population as it is here," said
Vince Rivers, a sophomore. "I'm from
Charleston and there is a real strong black
community there. There isn't a real strong
black community here."
Senior Terry Manning feels the same way.
"There is no place you can go on a regular
basis and see minority students studying.
That is not something minority students do as
a group on campus," he said.

A burglary at Strode Tower has
resulted in the theft of nearly $
24,000 worth of computer equipment and merchandise.
According to Clemson University police department spokesman
John McKenzie, between Friday
Sept. 21, at 5:30 p.m. and Sunday
Sept. 23, at 10:00 a.m., an unknown
number of persons broke into the
building and proceeded to break
into office number 101.
A desk in that office was broken
open and keys to several other of-
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Strode Tower robbed
by Craig C Kling
staff writer

Friday, September 28,1990

fices were taken.
After entering many offices, the
thieves stole several items and petty
cash.
They also stole four Macintosh
computers, four IBM PS2 computers and one Pro Cam disk drive.
According to McKenzie, it won't
be known if any thing else was taken
until all professors have returned to
their offices.
As of this point, the total value
of items stolen is $24,729. The
Clemson University Police are still
investigating with the help of the
Pickens County Sheriff's Department. So far there are no suspects.

Loft policy gets additional category
by Bill Swain
news editor
"In response to concerns about
the lofts policy, and in the interest
of your safety, the Housing Office has worked with members
of Student Government to define
the University Lofts Policy,"
states a mass mailing to be sent
to all campus addresses.
The new guidelines create a
new category for lofts to be acceptable but not approved called
"Loft Temporarily Approved."
The definition of the new
category reads "the loft does not
meet University guidelines after
the second inspection, but has
met the following minimal

guidelines and will not have to be
removed from the residence hall."
When students signed the application to build the loft, all liability
from the University was released.
The contract states "I do for my self,
my
heirs,
and
personal
representative(s) hereby defend,
hold harmless, indemnify, and release, and forever discharge Clemson University, its Board of
Trustees, its officers, agents and
employees for and against any and
all claims, demands, and actions, or
causes of actions on account of any
damage to personal property and
personal injury, or death which may
result from the construction, use in
the room, or disassembly of the bed
loft."

"I think we've turned a
negative situation into a positive
situation," said Kris Kaufman,
assistant director of residential
facilities.
The new category does, however, contain the following seven
criteria, he said, although some
are similar to the previous policy.
1. Vertical supports must be a
minimum of 4 x 4
2. Horizontal supports must
be 2 x 6's or4x4's.
3. Primary joints must be
bolted, or if nailed, corner bracing must be used. Kaufman said
"as long as we see some kind of
cross bracing, we'll let that (a

see LOFTS, page eight

Ten Homecoming finalists named
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor

Paul Brown&GUT photographer

The beautiful fall weather has brought students
outside to study. Think it will last?

Fall admissions down
by Annette Cowden
staff writer

Fall admissions declined
slightly this year, creating the
smallest freshman class since
1986, said Walter Keese, associate director of admissions.
see related story, page two
The Fall Admissions report
states that the freshman class of
1990 is 13 percent smaller compared to that of 1989.
Minority enrollment increased,
and for the first time in Clemson
history, minority students composed 10 percent of the freshman
class.
The decrease in the freshman
class is largely attributed to the
overall decrease in the population

of high school graduates, Keese
said. The number of high school
graduates is expected to be down
through the mid 1990s.
Sixty-eight percent of all applicants were accepted to Clemson. Only 48 percent of these
applicants enrolled. This represents the lowest enrollment rate
prior to 1980.
Keese said students who did
not choose Clemson cited limited
financial opportunities as their
main reason for not enrolling.
Other institutions were able to
offer better scholarship packages.
Despite the quantity reduction,
the freshman class of 1990 reported a mean SAT of 1035. This
is the highest reported mean SAT

see DECLINE, page 11

Tuesday, 30 young women
competed for the top 10 finalist
spots in the 1990 Miss Homecoming Pageant held in Tillman Auditorium.
The student body voted for their
favorite contestant on Thurs. at one
of the four locations across campus.
The winner will be announced tonight at Tigerama.
Juliette Dais, special administrative intern to the vice-president
of research, served as the Mistress
of Ceremonies while Jody Bryson,
Clemson field activities director,
served as the Master of Ceremonies.
The pageant consisted of two
segments, the first being casual attire and the second formal attire.
The 10 finalists and their sponsors were Kelley Wilson, Alpha
Delta Pi; Kim Brown, Gamma
Sigma Sigma; Elizabeth Clayton,
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Margaret
Johnson, Smith Hall; Adrienne
Felder, Manning Hall; Stephanie
Bowie, Clemson University
Cheerleaders; Lisa Miller, Delta
Delta Delta; Darla Watts, Rally
Cats; Amy Huffman, Gamma Phi
Beta; and Sybil Hardee; Mortar
Board.
The Homecoming judges were

James Case/staff photographer

One of these four lucky finalists may be the next
Miss Homecoming.
Judge Gary Barnes, Municipal
Judge of Clemson; Wanda Cain,
Image Consultant; Joseph Swann
vice-president and general manager
of Reliance Electric and a Clemson
University Trustee; and Mabel
Wynn, Assistant Professor of Parks
Recreation Tourism Management.
Along with being judged in casual and formal attire, the contestants also underwent a personal
interview with the judges prior to
the pageant.
Judge Wynn commented that she

was impressed with the young
womens' articulate and well
thought-out responses to difficult
questions concerning issues such
as the Persian Gulf Crisis and
abortion.
The pageant was sponsored by
student government. Vice- President Amy Uhl said that she was
pleased with the pageant itself and
thought the judges did an excellent
job choosing an adverse group of
young women that represented the
campus well.
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University administrators respond to Rep. Kirsch's letter
by Dean Lollis
managing editor
South Carolina House member
Herbert Kirsch wanted some answers when he forwarded the results
of a meeting he had with students to
the University administration. Last
week, the University gave him those
answers.
Kirsch formulated a letter of
comments and complaints he received from a meeting with students
last spring and sent them to Nick
Lomax, vice president of student
affairs for the University, in July.
His letter outlined eight major
areas of concern on the campus:
communications breakdown, parking and lighting needs, fire and
building code concerns, security
problems, dorms and academic
building needs, President Lennon
and staff, classroom and faculty
concerns and food service concerns.
Aftercirculating the letter among
the departments at Clemson, the
University has formulated a response. "There were a lot of people
on campus that needed to contribute to (the response)," said Francis
Canavan, director of University
Relations.
Some of the concerns were so
specific, he said, that without more
information, they could not be answered. Other concerns had to be
reviewed by the specific area in
which they were directed.
In the response, Lomax said, "I
can assure you that this goal is shared
by all of the faculty, staff and administrators at Clemson. Meeting
this goal, during a period of both

growth and fiscal restraint, is not
without its challenges."
The following is some of the
concerns expressed by Kirsch and
the corresponding University response:
Kirsch: "Some of the departments would like to offer a course,
but can not because some other
department had beaten them for the
space. There is need for more
academic space."
University: "The University
attempts to match the size of a student class section to the appropriately sized and equipped room. Size
problems are frequently the result
of returning students registering late
for a class. Clemson faculty try to
do everything they can to accommodate students, such as allowing
later registration in a course that a
student just discovered he or she
'needs.' "
Lomax said the University tried
to make it clear that during preregistration, "we knew how many
students it was desirable to have in
a class, but when students comes
and ask professors to let them add a
class, that's where you get some
overcrowding conditions."
Kirsch: "We suggest the next
freshman class be reduced by 250."
University: "As recommended
by the University's Strategic Planning Committee, the 1990 freshman
class will number between 2,500
and 2,525, a reduction from 1989 of
approximately 400 students. We
expect the 1991 freshman class to
also number 2,500."
Lomax adds that we still have a
slight growth in the-undergraduate

enrollment, but the University is
trying to level off around 13,000.
"We don't get quite as many applications as we have in recent years,
so it is a little easier." he said. "The
pressure to grow is not as great as it
was a few years ago."
Kirsch: "The University is
heading for research instead of
teaching - 'publish or perish.' The
institution is hiring too many researchers. There is a need for more
undergraduates."
University: "The University has
no greater responsibility than
teaching, particularly undergraduate education. In fact, Clemson is
one of the few universities in the
country to formally adopt as its top
priority the improvement of the
undergraduate experience."
Kirsch: "There is a need for a
different security company at football games."
University: "The addition of a
second company would only serve
to compound the problem of security employees possessing only
minimum training and work experience."
Lomax adds that there are only
so many trained security employees
in the Upstate. " If you were to get
another security company, you
would see many of the same individuals. They would just change
uniforms," he said.
Kirsch: "The students feel that
Lennon's accomplishments center
primarily around money and not
students."
University: "Fundraising, for
better or worse, is one of the major
jobs of today' s university president.

Comparison of Student/Faculty
Ratio and Average Number of
Students Per Classroom
Contact Hour

Enrollment increases over
the past 3 years have
impacted the student to
faculty ratios and the average
number of students taught
per contact hour.
The S.C. Commission on
Higher Education monitors
annually information on
faculty to student ratios as
well as the average number of
students taught per class
hour.
Source: l>ni>mil) Response to Rep. Kirsh

1987
1988
1989
Enrollment was 13865 in 1987,14794 in 1988 and 16072 in 1989.
The 1989 figure includes 3509 graduate students. Black
represents student/faculty ratio and grey represents average
number of students per contact hour.

At public universities, such as
Clemson, it has become even more
time consuming and important because state resources have not kept
pace with the needs for higher
education. A president's success in
attracting money will obviously
benefit students. This is best reflected by the more that 100 percent
increase in scholarship funds since
1985."
Kirsch: "Because of the increased enrollment the faculty/staff
ratio is suffering.
University: "The general impact
on student to faculty ratios and the

Graphic by Dean Lolli* Tin*r l.riphu Producmikw,

average number of students per class
hour has been relatively minor considering the corresponding increases in total enrollment. This is
not to say that there are not isolated
instances of where a less than desirable situation exists in a particular
class or section, but generally the
University is highly competitive
with respect to student/faculty ratios."
Canavan added, "There has been
an increase in the ratio, but not as
large an increase as you would expect when you looked at the total
increase in student numbers."

Pierce presents State of the
University address to senate
by Bill Swain
news editor

student senate

"How many of you have come is always open and he "lives" in
across this word this year?," his office.
One of the projects he anticiopened Student Body President
derrick Pierce in his State of the pates to be completed by next
University Address to Student semester is publishing teacher
evaluations and selling them to
Senate Monday.
The word he had written on a students. He said at a conference
piece of poster board was "FULL." with other universities, it was
He referenced this to the parking agreed that the best way to keep
students insituation on-campus and class
formed about
scheduling. "What I want to do
the quality of
this year is get rid of this word...and
education stuI think we can," he said.
dents are getTo emphasize his point Pierce
ting is to
read a story describing the parking
publish what
situation. 'Automobiles crowd
the students
every inch of level ground,' the
story read. 'Recently the college
Pierce
have to say
put out a stringent set of regulations about their instructors.
Also the new senate must keep
governing parking on campus to
up with the progress of the new
help alleviate the problem.'
"This could have been written East Campus Activities Center.
yesterday but this was written in He said the plan for the center
1948," Pierce said. "If this has was largely influenced by the
been going on since 1948, let's 1984-85 senate.
The center was scheduled to
make a change," he said.
Pierce continued by reminding be open this semester.
The revised timetable is presenate that the administration is
ready to listen to suggestions from dicting construction to begin this
school year, he said. "We need
Student Senate.
Last year, he said, senate in- that place."
Closing, Pierce told the senacreased the student representation
on the alcohol and drug commit- tors they need to invite administee from three to an equal number trators to answer questions and to
"put them (administrators) in your
of students and faculty.
Also, "senate was responsible (senators) shoes."
Other senate business included
for making Student Development
pay for wrist bands for a part and the passage of a resolution to ofpay for party managers," he said. ficially recognize the Eastern and
"This body right here, I think, Occult Religions Discussion
has the potential to accomplish Group as a campus club.
Debate was spurred because
more than any other senate that's
ever been here at Clemson Uni- of the nature of the group's subject matter.
versity," Pierce added.
Student Body Vice-President
In cooperation with senate.
Pierce hopes to eliminate some of Amy Uhl reminded senate that it
the problems associated with last is not their job to decide what the
year's Student Government. He groups do when being considered
said that Trey Blackwood, last for recognition as a non-funded
year's Student Body President, had campus organization. She said if
a closed door policy because he the paperwork is in order it is only
thought he could get more work a formality to vote on the resoludone at home. Pierce said his door tion.

Kevin laylor/heaa phe;o»rap!ier

Construction crew turned what used to be a parking lot behind Mell Hall into
this pile of ruble before rebuilding the lot.

Elevator repairs incur substantial cost
by Robert Osborn
staff writer
The Student Union elevator has
been out-of-order since Aug. 29.
However, the Student Union
elevator is not an isolated case.
According to Mike Farris, vicepresident of facilities, "there have
been problems all over campus with
the elevators — Sikes, High-Rises,
College of Nursing."
The mechanical problems range
from broken motors to broken doors.
The broken elevators may be a
nuisance for some, but for the
handicapped students the problem
is much more severe.
"The handicapped students can't
get here," commented Alfred
Mathiasen, director of the Career
Center on the eighth floor of the
University Union.
Clemson University's elevators
are serviced by Montgomery Elevator Company. This contract with

the University was awarded through
the State Purchasing Board in July.
The University pays Montgomery
$11,000 per month to maintain the
elevators. According to Hugh
Williamson, University electrical
supervisor, " They are not fixing
the elevators."
Last week. The University and
the State Purchasing Board gave
Montgomery an ultimatum — fix
the elevators in seven days or else
the contract could be canceled. The
company sent additional crews,
even an electrical engineer form
Orlando, Florida. However, after
the stated seven days, the Student
Union elevator has yet to be repaired.
According to Farris, it is now up
to the State Purchasing Board
whether to break the contract or
not.
Montgomery Elevator Company would not comment on the
situation.

OUT OF
SERVICE
FOR
SCHEDULED
MAINTENANCE
BY
MONTGOMERY ELEVATOR CO

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
FOR YOUR PROTECTION
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Around the world
International News
U.N. PASSES AIR EMBARGO
OF IRAQ:
The U.N. Security Council
Tuesday levied an air embargo
against Iraq, coupled with stern
warnings that he teetered on the
edge of war. The council voted 141 - with Cuba objecting - to ban air
traffic taking cargo into Iraq.
Nations abiding by the air embargo would: prevent Iraq-bound
planes from taking off if they contain any cargo other than food or
medical supplies.
DE KLERK TRIP DEBATED:
South Africa's President F.W.
de Klerk is home Wednesday from
his Washington visit wearing a new
mantle of legitimacy critics say he
does not deserve.
During his three-day visit, de
Klerk met congressional leaders and
spent 2 1/2 hours with President
Bush. Bush praised South Africa's
efforts to dismantle apartheid.
Critics say de Klerk's intentions
have not been translated into action.
SADDAM MAKES VIETNAM
COMPARISON:
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
used his 76-minute taped message
to the U.S. people to warn that
President Bush is leading the nation
toward another Vietnam. He said
the conflict could be "more violent"
and result in "bigger losses" than
the war that left 58,000 U.S. military dead and 365,000 wounded.
SOLZHEMTSYNS VIEWS
REJECTED:
Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev rejected exiled writer
Alexander Solzhenitsyn's call for
breaking up the Soviet Union.

Gorbachev told the Supreme Soviet Tuesday. "He belongs to the
past. Russia of the former years,
czarist monarchy. His views are far
away from reality." Solzhenitsyn.
who now lives in Vermont, had
suggested forming a "Russian
Union" of Russian republics.
CUBA IN ECONOMIC CRISIS:
President Fidel Castro admitted
that thousands of workers could
lose their jobs in the island nation's
current economic crisis. But he said
in an interview with the Communist
Party daily Granma that not one
worker would be "thrown onto the
street" and each would be guaranteed an income sufficient to live on.
SOVIET REPORT SAYS
SPENDING DOWN:
The Pentagon's annual report
on Soviet Military Power says Soviet military spending is slightly
down but strategic nuclear might is
growing. Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney says:
"The Soviet Union remains an
enormous military power, (although ) the intentions of that regime
are changing. But intentions are not
enough to support dramatic changes
in our own level of preparedness."
IRAQ TROOP BUILDUP SEEN:
The Pentagon said Tuesday U.S.
and other forces in Saudi Arabia are
facing 430,000 Iraqi troops along
the border in Iraq and Kuwait. About
200,000 are occupying Kuwait.
Iraq's buildup "is clearly continuing," said Pentagon spokesman Pete
Williams. He said Iraq is moving
tanks, armored vehicles and artillery
pieces back from the front.
GAZA UNREST CONTINUES:
The Israeli army demolished or
sealed 37 Palestinian shops and

PUMP PRICES UP FOR
UNLEADED GAS:

houses in the Gaza Strip's Bureij
refugee camp, where a soldier was
killed last week, the military command said. The camp remained
under curfew imposed soon after
reserve Sgt. Amnon Pomeranz, 46.
was stoned to death. Searches
continued for his attackers.

The jumps in crude prices continue to dent consumers' wallets.
The American Automobile Association said Tuesday that regular
unleaded gasoline is averaging
$1.31 a gallon this week, up 2 cents
from last week and up nearly 24
cents since Aug. 1, the day before
Iraq invaded Kuwait.

National News
CAPITAL GAINS IN QUESTION:
Minority Leader Robert Michel,
R-Ill.. Tuesday joined his Senate
counterpart. Robert Dole, R-Kan.,
in distancing himself from the White
House on capital gains. The top
House Republican all but abandoned President Bush' s long-sought
capital gains tax cut - a key roadblock to a five-year, $500 billion
deficit-reduction deal. Michel said,
"the doggone price is too steep."

GEO TOPS FUEL EFFICIENCY LIST:
The 1991 Geo Metro XFI, at 53
mpg in city driving and 58 mpg
highway, tops the USA's miles-pergallon list for the second straight
year. U.S. carbuyers have begun to
shift to smaller cars since Iraq's
Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait, says auto

PANEL AGREES TO CAP ON
DAMAGES:
A House-Senate conference
committee Tuesday reached a
compromise on acivil rights bill that
seeks to restore the rights of employment discrimination victims.
The measure, which was bitterly
debated last summer, is likely to
pass both houses. Reason: the inclusion of a $150,000 cap on punitive damages for those who win
discrimination cases.

Oct. 2

As part of environmental Awareness
Week, Ruth Thomas will speak on "
Hazardous Waste Issues in South
Carolina" in Lee Auditorium at 7:30.

3

Larry Golan speaks on "Energy, the
economy and the Environment.
Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. in the Strom
Thurmond Institute Conference Room.
Roundtable Discussion. "The Envi
ronmental Challenge: Industry's Per
spective." 4:00 p.m. in the Strom
Thurmond Institute Auditorium.
Jay Hair of the National Wildlife Fed
eration will speak on "Environmental
Challenges for the '90's in the Strom
Thurmond Institute Auditorium.

wings • firewater
BURGERS
Served with lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise, pickle, cole slaw
and Chiefs homeade chips or French fries

3.95

Fresh ground beef served with lettuce, tomator
and mayonnaise on grilled bun

Cheese Burger
4.25
Our Famous Burger with your choise of cheese
Add bacon
50C

i
HOMECOMING SPECIAL
i
M000
i 50 Wings..
i
i 100 Wings
*1600
i
i
i
00
i
i
i
i
i
i
L

*2 Gallon of
Natural Light
DRAFT

•* WINGS **
TexMex
A real south-of-the border flavor
Available in hot, medium or mild

4.50

Sweet-n-Sour

Choice beef grilled to your liking, topped with
blue cheese and sauteed mushrooms

Tangy blend of herbs and spices

Bar-B-Quc
A southern style Bar-B-Oue

Teriyaki
Savory, stright out of the
Orient

4.50

Prepared with chili, real American cheese, mustard and onions

Mushroom & Swiss Burger

225-1354

r

CHItfS

Chili/cheese Burger

©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network

Tigerama, tonight at 7:30 in Death
Valley.

•NOW LOCATED AT 3901 CLEMSON BLVD. IN ANDERSON• TUES. LADIES NITE
• WED. WANS 107.3 WING EATING CONTEST

Blue Cheese Burger

SPENDING ON SCHOOLS UP
SLIGHTLY:
Spending on public schools increased 6.1 percent last year, the
smallest increase of the last three
years. The USA spent $4,890 per
pupil in the school year ending in
June, up from $4,607 a year earlier
and $3,977 three years ago, says a
report out Tuesday from the National Education Association. In the
two previous years, spending increases were 8.6 percent and 6.7
percent.

Sept. 28

LOTTERY WINNER HAS
HEART ATTACK:
Two weeks after hitting the lottery jackpot of $3.6 million, William Curry, 37, on his first day back
at his job as a Boston cafeteria cook,
died Monday of a heart attack. "It
was the stress of it that killed him,"
says Shirley Bourdon, his sister-inlaw. After winning the Massachusetts Megabuck prize,
Curry was hounded by financial
advisers, accountants and cashseeking strangers.

Our Famous Burger

analyst Jay Leopold of Legg Mason
Wood Walker.

4.50

5 oz. ground beef patty with sauteed mushrooms
and imported Swiss cheese on a grilled bun.

1 Dozen
2 Dozen
3 Dozen
50 Wings

3.75
6.95
9.75
12.50
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Opinion
Editorial
Police should respect the
rights of students
Students are frequently the cause of many disturbances in
which the University police must become involved. However, since they are a University police department, that is
obviously expected. Students have acquired the
opinion that their protectors
Our Position:
have an automatic bias
The University Police against them. Once the label
Department has a bias "student" is recognized, the
police take on a different atagainst the students.
titude.
It is of extreme importance that officers keep an
open mind in approaching a situation, especially those
involving students and civilians. The circumstances in the
case should determine who is at fault, not a predetermined
attitude about students. Not all students are drunken
troublemakers. Often it is the student who plays the role of
the victim.
An example of this was displayed just last weekend. A
group of students organized a party in Calhoun Courts.
Sources say that the party was not registered but no more
than 24 people were in any one apartment at a time.
Later in the evening a police man arrived. The party was
over and some students were standing in the commons area
of the apartments talking as they dispersed. According to
the source, the officer made remarks to the students such as
'Don't do anything you might regret because I could throw
your butt in jail." Sources state the student did not have any
alcohol in his possession.
The point is the students were attempting to create a
social atmosphere on-campus while still staying within the
guidelines of the campus social policy and the police had no
right to treat any student with disrespect or threaten him or
her with the possibility of being taken to jail.
It would also be beneficial to remember that this country
has a Freedom of Information Act. Any person or organization wishing information on a case has the right to obtain
that information according to the law. More respect and
appreciation would be given if an establishment such as The
Tiger could have easy accessibility to desired information.
The pol ice need to remember access to public documents
is guarenteed by law.

Regional
Candidates get nasty
"Seniority counts in the senate." Or so claims the most
recent of Jessie Helms' competitor-bashing commercials
being run for the North Carolina senate elections. It would
seem; however, that with seniority would come maturity.
This does not seem to be the case when witnessing Jessie
Helms and Harvey Gant go at it on television.
It is difficult to understand how two individuals who have
such an enormous amount of concern for "the people of North
Carolina" can condone such a lack of advertising standards.
Political statements tend to no longer aim themselves at
what each individual can do right, but rather at what the other
guy does wrong.
If "education really matters," then why don't these candidates spend their extremely valuable television time selling
themselves on their own merits and educating potential voters
to those issues so vital to considering a political representative.
If so much effort is put forth by our potential "leaders" to
make the other guy look bad, how can the average citizen be
expected to trust them or believe that they have the best
interest in mind for the state and not the best interest for
themself.
"Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to others,
even the dull and ignorant; they too have their story." These
words might serve more appropriately as guidelines for these
gentlemen to live by.
We all understand that politics is a nasty game, but is not
winning the people's respect the most virtuous way to win an
election?

Hey Max, can I borrow your computer?
It has come to my attention that
many students are dissatisfied with
the hours available to work in the
computer labs. Not having this
problem myself; The Tiger has its
own equipment, I showed little
concern. I broke down to see what
could be done about the situation
afterconstant badgering by students.
Recognizing the fact that there
are different computers for different needs, I researched the general
hours for the Macintosh, PC and
mainframe computer labs.
For future reference, most labs
are open from 8:00 a.m.-10:00p,m.,
Monday through Thursday; 8:00
a.m.-6:00 p.m., Friday; 12 noon6:00 p.m., Saturday and 2:00 p.m.10:00 p.m. on Sunday.
The problem for the students is
not only finding a lab that is open:
but also, a lab that is not being
reserved by a department restricting
use of the entire lab.
According to Terri Wright,
computer facilities coordinator, although not frequent, it is possible
for a computer lab to be reserved
from opening to close! This makes
the available hours of use for the
student even more restricted if not
impossible.
For example, the Kinard and
Jordan labs are regularly reserved
from 8:00 a.m. to 8:50 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Many departments make reservations in advance to ensure first
priority for the labs. For such a
privilege, a department needs only
to provide a room for the computers. No funding to the computer
center is necessary.
The available hours seems to be
the biggest complaint I hear. Since
most projects don't get started until

E. CHAMBERLAIN
editor-in-chief
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the last minute and students generally work at night anyway it makes
sense to keep the labs open later at
night. Even the canteen in the loggia is open until 11:00 p.m.
I proposed this question to Ms.
Wright, "Why can't the labs stay
open longer?" Well it seems the
infamous Catch-22 is in effect. The
students are available and willing
to work, but the current levels of
funding only support the present
hours of operation. The labs have
to be monitored and currently the
budget stretches the limit. No
funding obviously means no
workers for the labs.
Like any catch in the system, the
solution requires a loop. I don't
claim to have the answers but here
are my suggestions:
1. Open the labs later in the day,
10:00 a.m., and remain open later
at night, 12 a.m. The prime time
hours are not in the morning:
therefore, it seems logical to have
the labs open late at night. Closing
later also gives the students more
time after dinner to work on
projects.
2. Reserve the labs in the morning for the departments; not in the
afternoon when most students are
finished with classes and need access to the computers. Obviously

this idea cannot be implemented
immediately, but it's not too late for
next semester.
Also, charge departments for
reserving labs. This will prevent
reservations "just in case" the lab
might be needed.
3. Convert one of the lounges in
the library to a computer lab. The
fifth floor already has mainframe
terminals , why not some PC's and
Macs? Certainly the security in the
library could handle keeping an eye
on the computers so no one walks
away with one.
While the computer center actively searches for new ways to
keep the labs open, what else can be
done?
Complain. Complain constructively though. Tell Joy Smith, director of student development, tell
the instructors, tell the department
heads reserving the labs what time
you want access to the computers.
Or call the student government
office; the student senators work
for the students believe it or not.
They would be more than willing to
cail Joy Smith about the problem.
If the students really want results,
then it is time to speak up. Make a
phone call to one of those mentioned. It's free. Call everytime you
try to use a computer lab only to
find it closed or reserved by some
department. Explain to the person
you feel cheated on your education,
because the resources are there but
you can't use them.
President Lennon, I know it's
your birthday but how about giving
the students a present and provide
more and better access to the computers. This would even go along
with the "cutting edge" idea that
you have planned for the University.

DAVID
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Question:
Do you believe
that the student to
faculty ratio is
adequate?
(approximately
20:1)

From my experience I have
found that to be not true.
All of my classes are filled
to capacity.
Teshia Young
sophomore

Yes, because I personally
have been able to get special
attention from professors
when problems arise.
Jerrett Fuller
senior

It is not a bad ratio considering the size of the
University.
Staci Jones
freshman

The ratio is quite effective
in the classes that aren't
required for the majority
of majors.
Rachel Moseley
sophomore

An elevator is more than just an easy ride to the top
I hate climbing stairs. I have to
admit, I have it better than some
people who attend Clemson University.
What I'm getting at is the constantly reoccurring problem of broken down elevators on campus.
When I was a freshman, many
years ago, I lived on the tenth floor
of Lever Hall. Both elevators were
often out-of-order, stopping halfway between floors or the doors
refused to open while full of passengers.
Ten floors is a lot of stairs, but
being a somewhat healthy young
male, hiking the stairs every now
and then was more of an inconvenience than a problem.
This year, however, I have seen
a different problem arise from broken elevators. Spending substantial
amounts of time in The Tiger office
on the ninth floor of the University
Union, I have experienced one of
the worst cases of facilities disrepair.
The elevator in the Union not
only serves University offices such
as the Career Center, WSBF, TAPS

BILL
SWAIN
NEWS
EDITOR
and The Tiger, it serves the living
areas of Johnstone Hall.
All summer, during the time
when Johnstone was full of campers, this elevator had no ventilation
whatsoever. The fan was never
running. Believe me when I tell you
it's not a pleasant experience when
it's 100 degrees outside and 10
sweaty guys, just back from basketball camp, get in the elevator with
you. There's no excuse for this.
Again, merely an inconvenience.
Since the fall semester has begun,
this elevator has gotten a mind of its
own. I'm sure that many of you
have gotten on the elevator and
pushed a button and it cruises right
on by and stops on another floor
other than the one you chose.

This happened to work to my
advantage because for a while it
was an express route to the ninth
floor, non-stop. I think this caused
more problems with people trying
to get to other floors besides the
ninth than it did for me.
Again, merely an inconvenience.
Additionally, not only was the
elevator broken, the stairwells are
disaster areas. There has been an
ice cream cone plastered to the stairs
on the fifth floor just outside the
doors to the Canteen for over a
week. Monday I noticed that yet
another cone had been added to the
fly-attracting, sticky mess.
Up and down the stairs there are
more ice cream cones, spilled
drinks, cigarette butts and beer cans
littering and stinking up the place.
Although this is does not directly affect my travel it is, again,
merely an inconvenience.
In the last two of weeks, however, the Union elevator has been
virtually useless. What's more annoying is that a couple of days after
it broke down small slips of paper

appeared on the buttons on the out- they have to use crutches to get
side of the elevator doors.
around. Climbing stairs only add to
These slips of paper stated "OUT the problem.
OF ORDER FOR SCHEDULED
Additionally, I personally have
MAINTENANCE BY MONT- seen at least one Clemson student
GOMERY ELEVATOR CO." And with a physical handicap. For him,
then under a small graphic of an and probably others around camelevator it says "PREVENTIVE .pus, a broken elevator is more than
MAINTENANCE FOR YOUR just an inconvenience, it's a serious
PROTECTION."
problem.
The thing was broken before
A simple trip downstairs to go to
these explanations appeared on the class or get something to eat now
buttons. I question why it is taking becomes a chore.
so long to repair the damn elevator.
Can Facilities, Maintenance and
I, and many others, have had to Operations, or anyone for that matclimb a lot of stairs.
ter, call this situation merely an
This is not all bad, though. Jok- inconvenience? I think the answer
ingly, another Tiger staff member is no.
said he noticed the healthy glow on
For these students, I hope the
all of our faces because we were little slips of paper are correct in
getting so much more exercise than saying "scheduled or preventive
usual.
maintenance." I hope they can keep
This is, even I admit, a valid it running for an extended period of
point. Multiple trips up four flights time.
of stairs is good for the cardiovasFix the elevator Montgomery
cular system but it's not that simple Elevator Co. People depend on and
for some.
count on this machine for daily
Every fall dozens of students mobility and remember it's not just
injure their knees, ankle and legs so an inconvenience.

People of Massachusetts like Democratic candidate despite image perceived by media
GEORGE F. WILL
WASHINGTON—Journalists
often are the last to learn what is
happening, even after it has happened. The morning after John
Silber won the Democratic nomination to be Massachusetts' governor, the Washington Post said,
"Silber gave a voice to the more
conservative and disaffected
Democrats but wounded himself
repeatedly through a series of intemperate remarks...."
Right. Wounded himself to
victory. "Self-immolation" was a
Boston press description of Silber
as he rose from a late start, anddead
last, to a landslide victory.
Silber, 63 and on leave as Boston University's president, has a
mind full of sandpapery opinions
and a barbed tongue with which he
speaks his mind. His campaign
produced many "Silbershockers,"
statements (such as Massachusetts
is a' 'welfare magnet") that caused
pursed lips in liberal circles. Those
statements also caused a lot of
voting levers to be pulled by people
who don' t know that their opinions
are shocking (and "intemperate").

syndicated
columnist
The most interesting'' shocker''
was his advocacy of genocide, his
call for the elderly to get on with
dying so government can get on
with balancing the budget. Of course
he said no such thing, but a lot of
people had fun pretending he did.
During a discussion of healthcare financing and terminal illness
Silber said. "Shakespeare was right
when he said 'Ripeness is all.' When
you've had a long life and you're
ripe, then it's time to go." His
quotation from "King Lear" occurred in the context of facts like
these.
In Massachusetts $250,000 or
more may be spent on futile medical procedures for someone terminally ill, yet there is insufficient
money for detoxification of pregnant women addicted to cocaine or
alcohol. (The public cost per affected child: more than $200,000.
before kindergarten.) Poor children
are contracting polio, whooping
cough and measles because there is

not enough money for inoculations.
Perhaps, said Silber, society's
resources are not being allocated
properly, particularly because the
low-income elderly might like less
of society's finite resources devoted
to heroic measures forthe terminally
ill and more to eyeglasses, hearing
aids, dentures and prescription
drugs. Silber's opponent said:
"Silber wants to ration health care
forthe elderly."
Silber responded that medical
care is always rationed, to some
extent, by limitations on resources
and by price. And when children
are dying of preventable childhood
diseases two miles from where
millions of dollars are being spent
on futile measures forthe terminally
ill, that, too, is a form of rationing.
Silber's problem, if such it is, is
that he, a former professor of philosophy, has the habits of a professor. "Typically, I put forward a
statement for examination and then
develop evidence and argument
toward a conclusion. In the context
of a political campaign. I've discovered that the first thing one says
and, often it is said to attract attention, is taken as the sound bite and

the definitive position of the candidate on a subject. If the candidate
makes any effort to enlarge upon
that sound bite, he is then accused
of having changed his position.
By the way, the "intemperate"
Silber got 55 percent of the elderly
vote.
Silber is a conservative Democrat. Both the adjective and the noun
are correct.
As a Democrat he believes in
strong, interventionist government.
In the context of the enveloping
urban crisis, he particularly favors
early intervention in the lives of
poor children.
As a conservative he is offended
by the policies and vanities that
have made Massachusetts a byword
for mismanagement. And the intervention he favors—as with public
education, particularly for the
poor—is a conservative's response
to the breakdown of civility and
order.
But the importance of his candidacy is not just that he is resuscitating an honorable persuasion
that is no longer adequately represented in the Democratic Party. His
candidacy also is important in vin-

dicating the practicality of campaigning with edge, bite and mind.
The effort to enforce blandness
in general, and squishy liberal consensus in particular, achieved its
greatest success with the Senate's
rejection of Robert Bork, a former
professor with temperamental as
well as ideological similarities to
Silber. The recent confirmation
hearings for Judge Souter were instructive about the consequences of
blandification. Souter, a complex
and intellectually subtle man, strove
to seem less so than he is, in order
that he more closely resemble the
members of the Judiciary Committee. Very prudent.
The uncomprehending media are
convinced that Silber was
"wounded" by the attributes that
helped him win. The media probably
are unaware that they are making an
ideological pronouncement when
they describe Silber's (and, it seems
the voters') ideas as Mntenperate."
The public likes much of what he
says and, even more, likes a candidate who says things that cause
queasiness among the blandnessenforcers.
(c) 1990, Washington Post Writers Group

Student claims ticket office misrepresented demand for away game tickets
tickets left. During the course of oversight in planning instead of University cannot compete with
In the Sept. 14, issue of The Tithe afternoon and night, about 50 trying to pretend that it didn't hap- our wholesome values.
ger , Bill Swain quotes Van
letters
In Clemson, students can't buy
people came to camp out for UVA pen. Misrepresenting the situation
Hilderbrand as saying, "That only
112 students were camping out for
tickets Sunday night before the
Monday sales date." While this is
not an outright lie, it is a bad misrepresentation of the away game
ticket situation. I was one of the
people camping out for Virginia
tickets, and I think you will find
that Hilderbrand's statement deserves to be looked at in a different

light.
At about 2:00pm on Sunday, two
representatives from the ticket office explained to the people in the
line that there were only 100 Virginia tickets available to students.
The students in the line voluntarily
compiled a list of the 100 students
that were to yet the tickets, and the
rest of the students wantina UVA

tickets, and they left after we explained the situation to them.
Considering that each of those
people could have gotten up toeigh?
tickets, I think that the demand for
student UVA tickets was much
greater than the tidcet office wants
us to believe.
I would like to see the ticket
office admit that they made an

like this is not fair to the students.

Duane C. Graves

Rather be in Clemson
I would rather be here in
Clemson than at any other college
town in the nation, because even
schools like Libertv and Bob Jones

trash like 2 Live Crew's, As Nasty
As They Want To Be; it is illegal to
sell it here. Orange County, the
county of UNC-Chapel Hill, tried
to ban the "album," but the public
was outraged, eventually forcing
the reversal of the decision. They
felt they should decide for them:l ves what combination of words

see LETTERS, page six

Page 6
LETTERS, from page five
is not fit to be heard. Well, Chapel
Hill may have its liberal lawyers,
but we know where to draw the line
between free speech and letting
people say offensive things. Sadly,
the ACLU (the Anti-Christian Libel Union) has challenged the ban.
In Clemson, law enforcement
realizes the great importance of
grappling with underage drinkers.
Through various sting operations
and other methods, future alcoholics have been stopped in their tracks,
losing their licenses for their heinous
crime.
At UVA, bars do not card regularly and police seem to be unconcerned about the fact that people
under 21 may be drinking the devil's
brew. Here, the underage drinker is
doggedly sought out, a common
criminal. Some people worry about
the expense and constitutionality of
these "saturation" efforts, but the
benefits to society are worth it. One
of the biggest problems facing society today is the fact that 19 and 20
year-olds are consuming alcohol.
In Clemson, we may soon get to
welcome the end of loud apartment
parties, with their free flow of beer
to underaged students. A sneaky,

local noise ordinance will allow
police to heavily fine people who
host such illegal and immoral going-ons. There's always a way
around that pesky constitution.
Yet, in Clemson, we still have
much progress to make. I'd like to
see South Carolina's sodomy laws
enforced a little stricter. Also.
Clemson requires that public
prayers be non-sectarian. This is
sad — when so many universities
aren't praying at all before games
(under the guise of unconstitutionally) we should stand strong and
allow ministers to pray in the name
of whomever they wish, even if
happens to be Jesus.
E. F. Gantry

Questions Judge Merck's
standards on traffic fines
I would like to know how much
money Clemson University makes
each year from the traffic court.
I recently had to go to court and
I was amazed at the outrageous
amounts offines imposed by Judge
Merck. The fines handed down by
the judge were extremely too high.
Some examples:
1.) One young man was forced

EVERYONE WISH

BERT PURVIS
A

HAPPY MRIHDHY

The Tiger
to pay fifty-five dollars for not hav- was there at the barrier. He got
ing his license on him when he was fined forty-five dollars! The police
stopped by University police.
officer admitted that the barrier had
I have been through two South been taken down at least three times
Carolina Highway Patrol license that day! What kind of justice is
checks and neither time had my that?
license. I was given warnings both
4.) A young lady was fined sixty
times. I asked the judge in my dollars for not having her decal
hometown about the issue and he displayed properly. She had driven
said that he. never fines someone her mother's car to class and was
for such a petty, charge. He could told by someone in the Vehicle
not believe that a "judge" would Registration Department to simply
fine someone fifty-five dollars for ^use her hang tag. The judge still
not having a license. He also said "fined her because she didn't have a
that such a judge has no place in a decal on the rear bumper of the car.
courtroom.
Well, Cremson made $225 in
2.) Another young man was about ten minutes. So how much
fined sixty-five dollars for driving money does the University take in
nine miles over the speed limit. each week from this scam.
That fine is ridiculous. The South
Don't get me wrong, I do believe
Carolina Highway Patrol will only that fines are necessary, but not
charge someone forty-five dollars such an outrageous amount.
for going ten miles over the speed
I am going to send a complaint
limit. Who came up with these to the Highway Department and the
fines? "Honorable" Merck?
judge from my hometown is going
3.) One gentlemen was fined to contact some state officials.
for going around a traffic barrier Something needs to be done to recthat had been erected only minutes tify the situation.
before he got to it. It seems that
By the way, I received a sixtystudents had been taking the barrier five dollar fine for driving eight
down all day and when this student miles over the speed limit. I was
went into the horseshoe, the barrier guilty, and now I'm broke.
was down. When he left it was up.
He went around it because no officer
T. Rob Williams

Bert will be 23!

FULL SERVICE SALON
Acrylic nails & Fill-ins
Plenty of Parking

Oh,#?@$%*! THAT'S OLD.

Don't you think it's about time to leave?
THE GANG

■ HANDMADE TUTON"
MATTRESSES
■ CONVERTIBLE SOFA-BEDS
■ CUSTOM TIE-DYING
AND MORE!!

Please send letters and comments to the attention of the
editorial editor.
Mail to The Tiger Box 2097,
or bring them by the offices
at suite 906 of the University
Union.
Letters must be typed and
received no later than 1 p.m.
Wednesday prior to Friday
publication.
All submissions must be
signed by the author with a
current phone and student
ID number.
The Tiger reserves the right
to edit submissions.
The editor in chief reserves
the right to determine which
letters and commentaries will
be published.
Thank you
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President Lennon reaches half century mark
Lennon served as an assistant professor in the Department of Animal
Science at Texas Tech University.
While there Lennon said that he
found success at writing grants and
receiving support for his program
as a result of publications and papers he presented at national meetings.
Universities and companies began to aggressively recruit Lennon
and he began working for Central
Soya Company in Decatur, Indiana.
He said this was where he received his "first exposure to a highly
competitive international place."
From there Lennon went back to
Texas Tech where he was the head
of the Department of Animal Science and was later the Associate
Dean of Research of the College of
Agriculture.
In 1980 Lennon said that he
found it an honor to work at the
University of Missouri because
much of the classical work in his
field had been done by "scholar
faculty" at the university.
Ohio State then recruited Lennon

by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
President Max Lennon turned
50 yesterday.
Born and raised in N.C., he attended Mars Hill Jr. College, transferring to N.C. State University
where he obtained his B.S. in Animal Science in 1962 and then a
Ph.D. in the same field in 1970.
Lennon, one of eight children,
said that his mother enjoyed attending Mars Hill and would allow
her family to go anywhere only
after first attending Mars Hill.
While in college Lennon said
that he was involved with student
government and several key committees.
At N.C. State he was elected
president of the professional club
of his department and found participating with a collegiate live stock
evaluation team, which competed
nationally, exciting.
Lennon also said that he belonged to honorary fraternities such
as Alpha Zeta.
After receiving his P.h.D.,

Max Lennon
in 1983 where he remained until
coming to Clemson.
Lennon said that there were about
five presidencies available at land
grant colleges in the area he wanted
to be, but none of them interested
him like Clemson.
Lennon received an appointment
to the presidency position at Clemson in Oct. 5,1985 and took on the
responsibilities on Mar. 1, 1986.
Some of Clemson's appeal was
due to his growing up in this area
and the desire to work with people
that he knew and the familiarity of

this area's culture to him. He also
said that he "... felt like this was an
important maturation of Clemson"
and because it's an interesting stage
he felt a particularly "strong tugging" to to come here.
When asked what he considered
his biggest accomplishment at
Clemson, Lennon said he could not
take the credit for accomplishments
"...because of the large number of
really bright, energetic, hard-working people Clemson has."
He said that his role, or job, is to
"...work with students, faculty, advisory boards, trustee members, and
state legislators to develop a vision
and to try to communicate that vision internally and externally and
to develop a strategic plan to accomplish the goals that are relevant
to the vision." Lennon said this is
something he "thrives" on.
Looking to Clemson's future he
said, "I've never been more enthused because for the first time I
am part of a university where the
faculty are willing to say to themselves and publicly that improving
the undergraduate experience is our

top priority."
Lennon added that he would like
to see a cultural change occur at
Clemson. He said that when examining any issue of campus life
whether its the quality of instruction, or the experiences in a dorm or
student organization, most are satisfied with their experiences.
"There is a percentage, though,
of students that that are not treated
well in these experiences for some
reason. The system is not perfect."
To attack this problem Lennon said
that teams will begin to be organized.
"Let's increase the quality of the
service we provide to students in
such a way that a higher percentage
are excited about being at Clemson."
This change will require a lot of
time, he said, because every person
at Clemson has to be a part of the
process.
"Clemson will be at the crest of
this wave in accomplishing an experience that will involve everyone
at the University in a quest for excellence," said Lennon.

The BEST program is open to all
black freshman in all majors. Similar to the engineering program, BEST
matches students with an upperclass
mentor. "We are pushing for upperclassmen to talk to them about being
diverse and talk to them about organizations, not just black organizations," Cooke said. Cooke said he
hopes that the program will expand
to include faculty mentors next year.
These efforts seem to be having
an impact, but are they enough? What
can Clemson do to improve its minority retention?
Rivers suggest Clemson improves
the recruiting aspect. "I went to a
fairly large high school," he said.
"For me to come into contact with
Clemson was fairly easy.
"Clemson needs to go to the small
schools in the small districts of South
Carolina and they need to set up
programs to work with students in
high school."

Recruiting, in its best form, can
only bring in more students. It cannot change any environmental factors. Manning feels local social
aspect must be improved for minority students. "I think that generally a
lot of students are open-minded for
academic purposes, but as far as the
social aspect, it just isn't happening."
"Clemson needs to encourage
minority business to invest in this
area. If you want to go to a nice club,
you have to go to Greenville, to
Columbia, to Atlanta or Charlotte."
While Clemson may be making
some gains in retention and recruitment, minority students still feel
there is a long way to go. "I think that
some of the things Clemson is doing
like the workshop are a positive
thing," Rivers said. "They just have
to do more of it. They just have to
work at it harder."

STUDENTS, from page one
Manning found out about Clemson University through attending the
Clemson Career Workshop. The
workshops target top high school
students from the South CarolinaNorth Carolina-Georgia Area. The
workshop attendees are introduced
to the social aspects of college life as
well as the academic. Seventy of the
254 minority students in this year's
freshman class attended the workshop.
Workshops are one of the few
ways that minority students are recruited by Clemson. In an effort to
help recruit the top students in South
Carolina, Clemson University started
the Clemson Scholars program. This
provides a scholarship to the top
student and top minority student at
each public high school in South
Carolina.
To help overcome the problems
minority students face, several departments within the University are

making efforts to help with retention
of minority students. The oldest
program is "Peer," a retention program started in the engineering department. In addition, Student
Development has started its Black
Educational Support Team (BEST)
program, which targets black freshmen.
The "Peer" program, instituted in
the fall of 1987, targets minority
students in Clemson's engineering
program. The goal of the program,
says Sue Lasser, "Peer" director, is
to get minority retention in engineering equal to that of the rest of the
college.
The program involves having a
"mentor" and a "counselor" assigned
to a group of minority engineering
students. These mentors help the
freshmen with problems they may
experience during college life. This
year, 112 freshmen and transfer students are taking part in the program.

"Peer counseling works on any
setting from kindergarten to a corporation," Lasser said.
After the freshman year, sophomore to graduate level students can
be members of Pre-professional
"Peer." In this program, students
have a faculty mentor, in addition to
the aid of a black professional engineers.
"The response from the professional engineers has been
wonderous," Lasser said. The engineers are glad to help out, she said,
because they relate to the students
through experiences they had while
in school.
BEST, a newly created program,
has been started by Student Development to help black freshmen feel
more comfortable at Clemson, said
Ken Cooke, student services program coordinator and minority
omsbudsman.
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1 pt. Potato Salad Chips, 1 doz. Choco Chip Cookies,
1 Gallon Tea, Plates, Cups, Napkins & Flatware.
110-2 Calhoun St.
99
Clemson, SC 29631
2
654-8600

$ 4<

All You Need Is The Ice Cooler!

With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.
December Graduates
Clemson University Announcement & Cap and Gown
Order Dates
October 2. 3. & 4
Clemson Bookstore
9:00-4:30 $20.00 Deposit

H
ff HERFF JONES
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heads with
Lennon
:all 656-4006
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Dropout prevention center gets $500,000 grant
by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer
The University's National
Dropout Prevention Center was
awarded a $528,463 grant from
the United States Department of
Education's Office of Vacational
and Adult Education for a continuation of a project that integrates proven dropout prevention
strategies into vactional education.
According to John V. "Dick"
Hamby, professor of education,
the grant is for 18 months and is a
continuation of a previous grant.
In total, the funding is part of a
three year grant of $924,524.
The program, entitled Life
Long Options Program, (LLOP),
is one which "gives students an
occupational program which
places an emphasis in apllied academics.
With this, students learn concepts in a context which they can
apply right away," said Lib
Crocket, public information specialist for the National Dropout

Prevention Center.
Along with applied academics,
LLOP includes occupational training, job skills, personal development, counseling and recreational
education. "There is an intensive
counseling program with trained
counselors involved with LLOP."
said Hamby.
"The idea behind LLOP," he
added, "is to find a successful prevention program that already exists
and to integrate that program into
vocational schools."
Also, LLOP helps the student to
learn to make decisions for themselves and to "give students self
esteem, to become dependent on
themselves and to give them a sense
of control over thier environment,"
he continued.
According to Hamby, a majority
ofhigh school dropouts are enrolled
in a general education program, not
in college prep courses or in vocational programs. "Those students
without a firm focus on occupational careers tend to drop out at
higher rates," he said.
The grant is one of 10 that are

funded under the Cooperative
Demonstartion Program for Dropout Prevention and Re-entry authorized under the Carl D. Perkins
Vocational Education Act
Oconee County School District
will provide one of three demonstration sites for the program. The
other two school districts are Ann
Arundel County, Md. and Broward
County, Fla.
"We are the only university based
site to manage three local sites,"
said Hamby.
According to Crocket, another
project the National Dropout Prevention Center has established is
aimed towards those students in
middle school.
The program, Crossroads, establishes a one-on-one relationship
with students and a mentor to ensure that students receive help in
the areas of schoolwork and in social and cultural opportunities.
"We are trying to show students
a role model so that they can see
that others have succeeded and they
too can succeed," Crocket added.
"Middle school is a transitional time

for a majority of students and this
is when the idea of dropping out
begins to formulate in a student's
mind. That's why middle school
is so important."
She added that Crossroads is
designed to get University students and staff involved in the
mentor program. Mentors are
matched with students by interest
and needs and will work with the
students throughout the entire
school year. "We want to show
these students that someone outside their family cares as well."
The requirements for a mentor
include the following: submitting
an application form indicating interests and hobbies as well as two
personal references, attending a
two hour orieritation session,
spending at least one hour a week
with the student, attending two
mentor-protege group activities
and completing a simple project
evaluation form at the end of the
school year.
Interested persons should contact Lib Crocket at the National
Dropout Prevention center.

Come up to The Tiger and fill out an application for one of the open staff positions.

Mountain Lake Lots
FIDDLER'S COVE in Scenic Oconee County's Cheohee Valley has breath
taking views of the Blue Ridge Mountain...
The Private lake is stocked with bass, bream and catfish, and smaller
boats are allowed...
Lake lots average 3/4 acre. Some cover 11/2 acres. Lots are septic
tank approved. Well depths average only 45' feet, and prices on the lake
run from $8,000.00 to $20,000.00 with discounts on second lot purchases.
Off-lake lots have privileges, and buyers can choose from 2-20 acres.
Property owners control the lake, the roads and access. Mobile homes
are not allowed, but cabins and homes of 1,000 square feet and up are
the order of the day. Restrictions insure a pleasant residential community
of people who want to have decent lake homes in the foothills where the
Blue Ridge dawns its greatness. These home sites are ideal for get-away from-it-all cabins with a with a view of the mountains, cool air, and country living, but they are within easy driving distance of Clemson, Greenville
and the Upstate.
Now is the time to get in before the prices go up!
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

CALL:

803-882-1414
882-5925

WRITE:

Fiddler's Cove
P.O. Box 14
Seneca, SC 29679

LOFT, from page
one
loft nailed together) go."
4. The bed-frame must be adequately supported.
5. There must be a safe means of
access to the loft. "We're really
concerned with students using the
desks to jump on (to the loft).'" he
said. "We want to see some kind of
ladder construction."
6. The loft cannot obstruct windows, air conditioning units, thermostats, pluming or doors. Kaufman
said that maintenance people cannot get into access panels to make
repairs or change filters on the air
conditioning if one of the legs of the
loft is in the way.
7. There must be a minimum of
30 inches from the top of the mattress to the ceiling. Kaufman said
there were two concerns about having a distance from the ceiling requirement, the first being students
banging their heads and the second
the asbestos in the ceilings.
"Anything lower than 30 inches
you're really getting pretty close
when you're looking at the height
of a person sitting up," he said.
An estimated 90 percent of all
lofts could pass inspection under
the new guidelines, he said.
The "Loft Unapproved" category will be in effect for lofts that
do not pass the requirements for
either of the two other categories.
Kaufman said these situations
will be handled on a case-by-case
basis. Students will be given the
opportunity to set up appointments
with a Housing representative to
find assistance in correcting the
problem or dismantling their loft.
According to the letter, the Lofts
Task Force will reconvene in to
review the current policy.
"I think you 're going to see some
modifications to the guidelines in
the future," Kaufman said, "We're
trying to stress the safety of the
loft."

RAISE A
THOUSAND
IN A WEEK
The fundraiser that's working
on 1800 college campuses!
Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 in just one week. No investment
needed. Be first on yowcampus. A FREE
gift just for calling. Call Now

1-800-7654472 Ext.90

POSTER
OFFER!

Get your own
18" x 24" color poster
of the coolest girl
on campus,
Laura Palmer.
Send a $3 check or M.O.
and your address to:
TWIN PEAKS
POSTER OFFER
P.O. Box 4640
Westbury, NY 11592

ATWINA
(P.S. She's still dead.
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THE THIRD WORLD STUDENT PROGRAMMING ALLIANCE
THE OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
PRESENT

pilmaker
lecturer
Motker
poet
producer
Teacher
Actress
Author
Civu^tAcUvist
Composer
director
Editor
Singer
fe* of ** roles

Just totwuaae

T

"

1

„ at 6-30 P-" -

Doovs Open at b. ve
Tot^
and
Open
free

Sister, Sister
..."I speak to the black experience," she once
explained, "but I am always talking about the
human condition-about what we can endure,
dream, fail at and still survice."

&

I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings
You've read the novels, now Meet the Woman
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Student to travel to international scouting event
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
Patrick Raley, a senior industrial engineering major, has been
chosen as one of 20 to travel to
Australia to participate in the eighth
World Moot, an event similar to a
boy scout jamboree but directed
toward an older age group, according to the World Moot information packet.
World Moots provide the opportunity for members of senior
branches of National Scout Associations to gather.
The participants are provided
with opportunities to improve their
international understanding.
This will be the first World Moot
held since 1961 and will be held

Dec. 28. 1990 until Jan. 9. 1991.
The Boy Scouts of America invited Alpha Phi Omega (APO)
Fraternity to recruit 20 individuals
to represent the Boy Scouts at the
Moot.
Raley, being a member of the
fraternity and also actively helping
as an adult leader for local troops in
the past, was chosen as one of the
20 to participate in the event.
Activities at the World Moot
will include caving, boomerang
throwing, rock climbing, hiking,
canoeing, sailing, kayaking, cycling
and touring.
Along with the various adventurous activities there will also be
displays, training seminars and
service projects.
Another phase of the Moot in-

cludes a World Youth Forum conducted over a period of three days.
Raley said this will give those representing each country a chance to
discuss issues of importance.
Ecology projects are being
planned due to an increased
awareness of the environment.
The cost of the trip is $2,850. A
$1,500 scholarship will be provided
by the Boy Scouts of America,
leaving $1,350 to be paid by the
participant along with the cost of
round trip travel expenses from
home to Los Angles.
Organizers expect 3,000 participants to attend the moot representing countries such as the United
Kingdom, most European countries,
Thailand, Egypt, Japan and Canada,
along with the U.S. and Australia.

COLLEGIATE CLA
Classic Collegiate
Sweatshirt

Thomas Wrighi/staff photographer

Workers diligently scramble to complete the
renovations on CATS. When they are complete,
the store will make better use of the space and
offer a wider selection of products.

Our Super Heavy-Weight
Sweatshirt is 95% Cotton, 5 % Acrylic. This Crew
Neck Sweatshirt is a
CROSS GRAIN ™ by
LEE®™ and Features a
Full Athletic Cut, Set-In
Sleeves, Cross Grain
Weave, and Ribbed Inserts
on the Side.
GREY SWEATSHIRT
with Navy Lettering
priced at
^
JpOD.OU

CATS gets renovations
to utilize space limitations
by Mike Schaper
senior writer

(Includes sales
tax, shipping,
and handling)

ORDER BY MAIL OR PHONE TOLL FREE

1 -800-654-0464

9AM to 5PM Eastern • Greenville 271 -8394
ORDER FORM
Adult Sizes S, M, L, XL
Send Orders To:
QUANTITY _S1ZE PRICE TOTAL
COLLEGIATE CLASSICS
P.O. Box 493
$
Greenville, SC 29602
We Accept Mastercard & Visa
Credit Card #
Exp. Date

TOTAL l$
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY

STATE

2-3 Weeks for Dellivery
PHONE

]AIIOW

ZIP

The renovations that have
been taking place to the Clemson Apparel and Tiger Supplies (CATS) forthe last couple
of weeks should be finished by
the end of this week, according
to Paul Storey, assistant vice
president for business services.
The construction to CATS
started on Sept. 12 of this year
and should be finished by Sept.
28, according to Storey.
"We have remodeled it
(CATS) using all the walls so
that things can hang on the
wall.
We have come in and put in
uniformed sized coolers so that
all the coolers along the last
wall will get the same amount
of product in less space" he
said.

Storey was very optimistic
that the changes would allow
the store to be able to carry
twice as much merchandise as
it did before the renovations.
CATS will now carry specialty items that they did not
carry before, such as different
types of tonic waters and specialty drinks.
The store is also expected to
have another cash register installed to help speed up the
lines at busy times during the
day.
Although CATS is owned
by the University, it was not a
Business Services operation
over the summer.
If it had been, then the renovations would have taken place
during the summer to help prevent any inconveniences to the
students of the University, he
said.

LET THE AIR FORCE
INVEST IN YOUR
MEDICAL FUTURE.
If you're a medical student, you have
enough on your mind. Today's Air
Force offers a scholarship program
that can greatly reduce your financial
burden. Under this scholarship, you
continue your present studies —
focusing on your medical training
instead of how to pay for it. Participation is based on competitive selection.
For information, talk to an Air Force
representative. Call
SGT JIM FERGUSON
STATION-TO-STATION
COLLECT
803-771-4058

^.ffii-'i

Interested
in meeting interesting
people?
Like seeing your name
in print?
Then call Bill Swain and
tell him you want
to write news for
The Tiger.

656-4006
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Andreas named head of English Department Resident lot still flooding
lege of Liberal Arts and one of the
Clemson University has aplargest in the University. "All
pointed James R. Andreas head of
despite $70,000 improvment
freshmen at Clemson must take two
the English department in the College of Liberal Arts.
Andreas holds a master's degree
in English from Johns Hopkins
University and a doctorate in English from Vanderbilt University.
He was a visiting professor at
Lansdowne College in London,
England, in 1989 and served as
chairman of the fine arts and humanities division of Drury College
in Springfield, Mo., where he was
department chair and professor of
languages and literature from 1985
to 1990.
Andreas is also editor of a
Shakespearean journal, "The Upstart Crow," which he will continue
to publish annually at Clemson.
The title, he said, is a reference
to the first time William
Shakespeare's name appeared in
print. "Toward the beginning of
Shakespeare's career in the 1590s,

James R. Andreas
Robert Greene, describing his acting and writing,, style, labeled
Shakespeare an 'upstart crow',"
Andreas explained.
The English department at
Clemson is the largest in the Col-

DECLINE, from page one
in the history of Clemson.
Moreover, several colleges
within the University raised
their acceptance standards. The
mean SAT score of out-of-state
students was higher than that of
in state students; 1060 compared
to 1023. There were 1,701 instate students in the freshman
class.

Students from New Jersey represented to largest number of outof-state students, with Georgia
second.
The transfer student enrollment
increased by 3 percent from 625 to
644. Students who are not initially
accepted into Clemson often reapply
and enter as transfer students, Keese
said.

composition courses, and all
sophomores must take a literature
survey course," Andreas said.
"Many colleges other than Liberal Arts require upper-level writing courses that we teach, so we
really get four cracks at the students.
We have an astounding number of
English undergraduate majors —
225 and growing daily—plus about
70 graduate students.
"This department covers a tremendous variety of subject matter,"
he said, "from journalism and
technical writing to English and
American literature, English as a
second language, children's literature and Shakespeare."
Forty-one full-time faculty
members and 37 graduate assistants,
Andreas said, teach a grand total of
303 sections of English courses at
Clemson each semester.
According to Keese, the number of preliminary applicants is
surprisingly high for the freshman class of 1991.
However, the Office of Admissions hopes to maintain a
freshman class of around 2,500.
These lower numbers should grant
a slight reprieve for housing, and
decrease class sizes, Keese concluded.

Order a large

by Cameron Boland
staff writer
The recent flooding in the R2
parking lot has caused a great
deal of concern among students
and the parking services staff
alike.
Several times over the past
few years, water levels in the lot
have risen to the point where
water can seep into the interior of
cars parked there by University
residents.
This has caused a significant
amount of damage to those vehicles.
Bill Pace, Director of Parking
Services, attributed the flooding
to unusually heavy rains; rains
that usually occur once every 10
to 50 years.
The main problem is that the
R2 lot is the lowest point in the
area and is surrounded by several
other lots and buildings. This
means that there is no where for
the water to seep into the ground
so it all runs down into the R2 lot.
This large amount of water overwhelms the drainage systems
currently in place.
Pace indicated that the problems were not due to a design
flaw. When the R2 lot was designed and constructed, much of
the hard surface area surrounding the lot did not exist.
This allowed runoff to percolate through the soil instead of
flowing into the R2 lot. The de-

signers simply didn't foresee the
amount of construction that has
taken place in that area.
Over the summer, the University spent nearly $70,000 to
improve the lot. The entire lot
was resurfaced and relined. That
did not, however, solve the problem. Parking Services has recently come up with a new plan
which they hope will be an answer to their problems.
Major repairs are planned to
divert excess runoff from R3 and
Cemetery Hill away from R2.
When those repairs are made,
the only water that will accumulate in the lot is that which actually
falls into it.
According to Pace, Parking
Services is currently working
with those people whose cars
have been damaged by flooding
in order to come to terms with
the liability issue.
Those who filed complaints
through CUPD were referred to
the liability office for assistance
in making insurance claims.
Pace stressed the fact that 21
spaces have been identified as
being in areas prone to heavy
ponding.
These spaces have been barricaded with concrete barriers but
some students still park in them.
He strongly recommended that
students do not remove or drive
over the barricades and use those
spaces so that there is no risk of
having their vehicles damaged.

Business students...The Tiger is looking to create a
business writing staff. If you are looking to gain
real life experience in business writing, call Bill or
Dean at 656-2150 for more information.

and get 4 of these

EE <SL Computer
Science Majors
Catch up with TI
October 3rd or 4th during our
on-campus interviews.

collectors cups
Hours:
4PM-2AM Mon.-Thurs.
11AM-3AM Fri. & Sat.
11AM-1AM Sunday
Serving Clemson 4
Clemson University:

654-3082
384-2 College Avenue

11AM-2AMSun.-Thurs.
11AM-3AM Fri. & Sat.
'32 oz. plastic tumblers.
While supplies last

DOMINO'S
PIZZA _
DELIVERS
Limited delivery areas. Drivers carry under %2£i ©1987 Domino's Pizia. Inc
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Take this opportunity to learn about career opportunities in
Houston, Texas, with Texas Instruments' Semiconductor Group.
You'll hear about some of the most exciting career challenges of
the 1990's.
If you will be earning a degree in Computer Science (scientific) or Electrical Engmeering, you're just the person we're looking for. And, the upcoming campus interviews in your placement
office are the perfect time and place to find out more. We want
to learn more about you, and, at the same time, provide you with
essential information on Texas Instruments Semiconductor
operations.
So, if you're interested in working with a company that has
more access to technical expertise than any other semiconductor
manufacturer in the world today, check us out. Texas Instruments
could offer you tremendous career opportunities.
Lock in on the technologies of the 90's - talk to TI.
Be sure to sign up for interviews in the Career
Center prior to October 3.

^

sm ^
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TEXAS ^^
INSTRUMENTS
An equal opportunity employer M/F/V/H
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Renowned cosmologist delivers Fall Honors Convocation lecture
of problem solving. He said his best
ideas come to him when he "washes
his face." If that doesn't work, he
"washes his face again!."

Linda Binkley
staff writer

Last Monday, this year"s
Presidents Fall Honors Convocation lecturer, Dr. Stanley L. Jaki
(Ya'kee). spoke to a packed auditorium in Lee Hall.

Irene Beyerlein. a sophomore
who attended the lecture, said." I
was interested in the point he made
about every man being a master of
himself, beyond the universe and
society."

Jaki is a world-renowned speaker
on cosmology, which is a set of
theories that deals with the origin,
structure and space-time relationships of the universe.
In a speech entitled "Man and
the Universe". Jaki spoke on the
concept of infinity.
Through a mathematical equation, Jaki proved the term "infinite
universe" to be a contradiction of
terms.
Also, Jaki pointed out that
Christian faith is based on the concept of a finite universe. The phrase
"God created the universe..." appears in all Christian holy books.

Dr. Stanley L. Jaki
Despite the research, Jaki holds that
even today there is no reliable theory
to explain the universe.
Throughout his speech, Jaki discussed the works of several historical persons and philosophers, such
as Pascal, Tolstoy, Gant and
Einstein.
Jaki joked about his own method

Clemson honor students had the
opportunity to meet Jaki at a buffet/
reception before the lecture. Toni
Orosz, a freshman architecture student, met Jaki and was "fascinated
by his mastery oflanguages and his
ability to communicate."
Jaki has been a faculty member
ofSeton Hall University since 1965.
He has been a professor there since
1975.
Born in Gyor, Hungary, Jaki
graduated from the Jedlik Preparatory School and Junior College in
Gyor before he entered the

He completed his undergraduate training in philosophy, theology and mathematics in 1947.

Discount Mufflers
■■ ■■■ »■■ mmam

Complete Exhaust
System Special

I
I
I
$1A00
off* I

10'

'Systems must include:
Muffler, Tall Pipe & Exhaust Pipe

MH

^m tm

Brakes

$4995*

Per Axle

Most Cars, light
Trucks & Vans
I 'Includes new shoes or pads, resurface
drums or rotors, repack wheel bearings
and inspect entire system. Semi-metallic

Oilers valid through 10/7/90 at participating locations only.
Not valid in conjunction with any othsr advartiMd special. • OHors valid with coupon only.

We do shocks, struts, custom pipe bending,
CV joints, & trailer hitches

Jaki has written several books
on a variety of subjects. These
books include "Cosmos and Creator." "The Physicist as Artist "and
"God and the Cosmoiogists."

In 1948 he was ordained a Roman Catholic priest, and in 1950.
he earned his doctorate in theology
at the Pontifical institute of San
Anselmo in Rome.

During his speech, Jaki mentioned that his newest book is due
out next week.

In 1951 he began teaching systematic theology at the School of
Theology in St. Vincent College in
Latrobe, Pa. While teaching, he took
courses in American history, literature, mathematics and sciences. His
goal was to earn American recognition of his undergraduate training
done in Hungary. He received a
Bachelor of Science degree from
St. Vincent College in 1954.

Jaki has published articles in 21
prestigious journals, including the
American Journal of Physics and
National Review. In addition to his
Clemson lecture, Jaki has lectured
at over 50 institutions of higher
learning. These include Princeton,
Stanford, and Carnegie-Mellon.
Jaki's lecture "Man and the Universe" and his Tuesday auxiliary
lecture "Christ and Science" were
co-sponsored by the Strom
Thurmond Institute of Government
and Public Affairs and the Department of Philosophy and Religion.

Jaki earned his doctorate in
physics from Fordham University.
Between 1958 and 1960 Jaki did
research in the history and philosophy of physics at Stanford Univer-

(Just When You \
Thought Nobody I
Could Beat You... /

meineks

sity and at the University of California, Berkeley.

Benedictine Order in 1942.

CLEMSON
per night
1 Bedroom Suite

VS.

GEORGIA TECH

Saturday, Oct. 13,1990
Bobby Dodd Stadium, Atlanta, GA

Enjoy:
Spacious 1 and 2 bedroom
Full Equipped Kitchens
Complimentary Breakfast
1 Mile From GA Tech

We have lifetime warranties on
shocks, struts, springs & brakes

Harriott

ANDERSON

Residence

Ask for the
"Clemson Tiger Rate"

1041 W. Peachtree Street
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 872-8885

Rooms are limited
and based on space
availability.

4024Clemson Blvd

226-2899

(Intersection of Clemson Blvd. & 28 Bypass)
j Ask About Our Nationwide Lifetime Guarantee
OPEN MON.-SAT. 8 AM TO 6 PM
Individually Owned & Operated

Copyright © Meineke 1990

ACT NOW! + OWN A TOWNHOUSE
SAVE $ $ $ + LIVE BETTER !
2 BR. 1 1/2 Bath Furnished
Short walk to campus - but only steps to pool !
$2,500 down and assume mortgage of $ 410. per month

Call Jay (803) 654-1214 or Ray (704) 846-8101 for
information

The Tiger is looking for competent
writers to fill
available positions
in all sections.
For more information, come to the
meeting on Sunday night at 8 p.m.
in Room 906 of
the University
Union.

Miss Black & Gold crowned
by Amy Henderson
staff writer
The Pi Alpha Chapter of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
crowned Ebony Keshia Sims Miss
Black and Gold 1990 Wednesday
night in Tillman Auditorium.
Participating in the pageant
were Monica Marie Brownlee, a
junior in political science; Danette
Lashelle Holmes, a sophomore
Electrical Engineering major;
Donna Maria Smith, sophomore
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Civil Engineering major; and
Wendy Denise Winborn, a
sophomore majoring in Language
and International Trade.
Two seniors were finalists in the
pageant.
Second runner-up, Monica
Johnson, majors in Industrial
Engineering and first runner-up,
Marcia Diane Fletcher, majors in
Computer information Systems.
Contestants were judged upon
casual wear, African fashion, talent,
evening wear, interview skills,
poise, and appeal.

Devon Woods, pageant
coordinator, thought a lot of hard
work and dedication went into
thee project and overall it went
well.
Proceeds will support the
winner in the state pageant in Oct.
and possibly in regionals in the
spring.
The new Miss Black and Gold
performed a spirited monologue
entitled "With No Assistance."
Keshia Sims is a sophomore
majoring in Industrial Engineering
and a native of Columbia, S.C.

Due to Tigerama events, the C-8
parking lot directly behind the stadium will be closed. Also, Fort Hill
St. will be closed from Sikes Hall to
the Dillard Building and Calhoun Dr.
will Be closed to Sirrine Corner.

Research team awarded
grant to study plant cloning
A University research team has
been awarded more than $250,000
to develop and automate a procedure
for cloning plant tissue, a process
which could boost South Carolina's
growing horticulture industry.
Tissue culturing allows scientists to grow the early stages of an
organism in a laboratory environment. Grown in vitro, or in a sterile
vessel, tissue culture enables researchers to rapidly multiply plants
with desirable genetic characteristics and to clone genetically identical material.
Mechanization would make it
possible to harvest thousands of
plant tissue cultures at once, a
competitive commercial advantage
to the manual method of transferring
tissue culture individually with
scalpel and forceps, said Roy
Young, an agricultural engineer
who heads the project.
"Fifty to 80 percent of tissue
culture cost is labor," said Jeff
Adelberg, a horticulturist. With
limited tissue culture apparatuses
and high labor costs, the industry is
restricted to producing high priced
ornamentals and perennials, he said.
"With improvements in apparatus, the price of annuals will de-

crease and open up vast markets in
the state's horticulture industry,"
said Adelberg.
Researchers are investigating the
profitability of cloning seedless
watermelon through tissue culture.
"The seedless watermelon lends
itself to tissue culture'because it's
an annual sterile plant, difficult to
propogate by seed, and three times
the price of a regular watermelon,"
Adelberg said.
The success of a recently developed tissue culture membrane
raft, designed by Clemson agricultural engineers and Hoechst/
Celanese Corporation, offers the
potential for auto-mation. It is commercially available through Sigma
Chemical Company.
The raft grows plant tissue on
microporous polypropylene, a
plastic film. Moisture and nutrients
are absorbed through the plastic
membrane in a continual flow.
Future designs include a
polypropylene netting at the top of
the boxed raft for plantlets to grow
through and be mechanically harvested. "By training shoots through
a grid, we have the potential to cut
or mow several hundred shoots at
once," said Young.
Agar, a gel traditionally used to
support plant tissue, requires frequent transfers of shoots to new
vessels with fresh medium. Transfers are needed every four to six
weeks to promote plant growth and
labor costs for this are high.
The improved nutrient support
system eliminates the extra labor
and cost by leaving the tissue in the
same vessel and flowing fresh medium to it.
The new tissue culture process
is still done in an sterile environment
because necessary carbon sources
are obtained through high sugar
levels. These sugar levels, however,
readily attract contamination, such
as bacteria and fungi.
"We're having some success
with enclosing the tops of the rafts
in a transparent air permeable plastic
which allows oxygen and carbon
dioxide in without contamination,"
said Young.
The improved container allows
the plant to breath more naturally.
"This exchange reduces buildup of
undesired gaseous components,
such as ethylene, a plant growth
hormone, and allows carbon dioxide enrichment situations not possible with small individual beakers,"
said Andy Hale, an agricultural
engineer.
The two plastic containers also
make transporting easier and offer
future 'assembly line' mechanization possibilities, he added.
Researchers also are determining the most effective media composition by measuring the rate of
depletion of nutrient salts and sugars. "We draw samples from the
liquid nutrients and feed the data
into a computer," said Adelberg.
"Levels of pH, sucrose, nitrate,
ammonia, potassium and calcium
are being examined."
Once the optimum medium for
the tissue is identified, sensors will
automatically regulate it so the plant
tissue receives what it needs. "Ten
to 12 membrane rafts custom-built
to fit into an automated plant growth
chamber, or bioreactor. will speed
up the process significantly." said
Adelberg.
The ideal system would be tailored to provide automated delivery,
mechanization and separation.
"Operating the bioreactor will not
require any special technical skills
other than necessary knowledge of
tissue culturing." said Hale. "Although the actual cost of the
bioreactor has not yet been determined, it will be well worth the
savings in labor costs alone."
Hale hopes to see a working
laboratory bioreactor in about a year.
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campus happenings
Tillman Hall Auditorium
Maya Angelou will speak on Oct. 3 at 7 p.m.
The Chepstow Male Voice Choir will perform Oct. 4 at 8 p.m.,
in concert with the Clemson University Choral Ensembles.
HoltzendorffYMCA
"I Love You to Death" will continue tonight and tomorrow at 7
and 9:15 p.m. Admission will be $ 1.75.
"Heavy Metal" will be shown at midnight tonight and tomorrow
night.
"The Witches of Eastwick" will be the Y-theater's free movie
Sept. 30 at 7 and 9:15 p.m.
"In Country" will be shown at 8 p.m. Oct. 1-3. Admision will be
$1.75.
""The Freshman" will be shown at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Oct. 4-6.
Admission will be $1.75.
Daniel Hall Auditorium
The Clemson Players' production of "The Miss Firecraker
Contest" will be presented Oct. 2-6. Admission is $4 for the general
public, $2 for faculty and staff, and no charge for Clemson students.
Outdoor Amphitheater
Central Spirit will present the Swinging Medallions in a free
concert tonight from 9:30 p.m. until 12 a.m. A pep rally for the
Georgia game will follow.
Environment Awareness Week
The University will celebrate "Environment Awareness Week"
Oct. 1-5.

Famed author will speak in
Tillman Hall Wednesday night
Author, actress, civil rights activist and professor, Maya Angelou
is a woman of many talents and
many stories to tell. She will share
some of her experiences in a free
public lecture at 7 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 3, in Clemson University's
Tillman Hall Auditorium.
A voluntary mute for several
years of her childhood, Angelou
grew up to perform as a dancer,
actress and singer. She was active
in the civil rights movement during
the early 1960s, lived in Egypt and
Ghana where she worked as a journalist, then returned to the United
States to begin writing poetry, plays
and songs. Her first autobiographical work, "I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings," was published in 1970,
and four additional volumes have
since been published — "Gather
Together in My Name," "Singin'
and Swingin' and Gettin' Merry
Like Christmas," "The Heart of a
Woman," and "All God's Children
Need Traveling Shoes."
She has written five books of
poetry. The most recent, "I Shall
Not Be Moved," was published
earlier this year.
Angelou has a lifetime appointment as Reynolds Professor of
American Studies at Wake Forest

Maya Angelou
University in Winston-Salem, N.C.
Her visit to Clemson is cosponsored by the Clemson University
Union's Third World Student Programming Alliance, the Office of

Rivers brings 'Da Rythim' to Clemson

by Terry E. Manning
Time-Out editor

Human Resources, the College of
Liberal Arts and the Center for the
Study of the Black Experience in
Higher Education.

Scorsese scores
with latest epic
by Lee Smith
movie critic

"P.E. is like Lay's, man, you
can't play just one." As if to support
Vince River's claim, the phone lines
light up when the first Public Enemy
song is broadcast over Clemson's
WSBF88.1 FM.
Fortunately, he already has four
other tracks by the popular rap group
cued up to blend into the closing
notes of the first.
"Da Rythim" (purposefully
misspelled) is disc jockey Vince
River's attempt to put a little soul
into the alternative-oriented format
of the University's radio station.
On the air on Saturday nights from
10 p.m. until 1 a.m., "Da Rythim" is
a welcome addition to the radio
dials for people who love r&b and
black music.
Rivers tries to divide his show's
music among black music's more
popularformats. "About one-fourth
is rap; one-half is hits and popular
music, like En Vogue; another onefourth is slow songs," he says.
Finding that the station's black
music was primarily rap, he took it
upon himself to bring in more types.
"1 use a lot of company promos
[promotional copies] and also, if a
song is heavily requested, I'll go
out and buy it myself. Anything to

"Good Fellas" brilliantly depicts a young man's rise within
the Mafia and his simultaeous
personal decline.
Nicholas Pillegi and Martin
Scorsese collaborate on this wellwritten screenplay that relates
how a young man is lured into
the Mafia and how his life is
altered because of his involvement.

movie review

photu b> Marianne Mila/^u/^ian phutugrapli

Deejay Vince Rivers watches over 'Da Rythim/ broadcast Saturday nights on WSBF-FM 88.1
please the audience."
Audience response has proven
to be positive. On one show a caller
said that she had driven into the
station's broadcast area just because
she liked his show - and of course.

she had a request to make as well.
"Da Rythim" also enjoys a great
deal of response from the
University's students.
"I've always loved music,"
concluded Rivers,"and I've always

wanted to be a deejay.... I want to
give Clemson students music when
it first comes out, fresh." For both
Rivers and listeners wanting the
newest sounds, dreams are coming
true.

Author approves of Lynch's 'Wild at Heart'
By AMY L. WILSON
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network
Ask Barry Gifford, who wrote
the book "Wild at Heart." what he
thinks of the David Lynch film of

the same name, and you get a drawnout answer. "I like it a lot actually,"
Gifford says.
That was after he saw it more
than once. The first time he saw it.
he was shocked.
"I thought it was really like a
blowtorch."

Gifford. who lives in Berkeley,
Calif, recently viewed the film for
the first time with an audience. He
had seen it before at the Cannes
Film Festival, where it won a Palme
d'Or as best film.
Berkeley filmgoers — most in
theirearlv 20s — gave it an ovation.

he says.
"Each time you see it, you see
and hearagreat deal more,"Gifford
says. "(Lynch) retained the tender
love story, which is what I thought
I was writing, and put his own vi-

see HEART, page 16

Ray Liotta gives an impressive performance as Henry Hill.
He is irresistibly charming as the
young man who enjoys the material advantages that the Mafia
provides him. Liotta is at his best
during his portrayal of Hill's
cocaine addiction and personal
destruction. "Good Fellas" revolves around Henry and Liotta's
performance carries the movie
magnificently.
Even in a supporting role,
Robert DeNiro dominates the
movie. He mastered the gangter
role in "The Godfather, Part II"
and has worked with Scorsese
on previous movies. DeNiro
takes these experiences and uses
them to create the complex and
compelling Jimmy Conway.
Jimmy is a prominent member
of "the family"even though he is
not yet among the Mafia elite.
Conway is a cold-blooded murderer who will even kill his own
friends if it to his advantage to do
so. DeNiro conveys Jimmy's

see FELLAS, page
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LCLCfCff S Entertainment Presents:

2 Live Crew Debate
featuring

Ian Copeland vs. Jack Thompson
Arguing the issue of Music Censorship
1990 CAMPUS ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR NOMINEE

Friday, October 5 at 9 p.m. at Edgar's
$2.00 at door
Opening Act: Walli Collins - Comedian at 8 p.m.

Sunday, October 7 at 7 p.m.
in Tillman Auditorium
Free Admission
Sponsored by the Speaker's Bureau

CDCC Is Happy To Announce: m|
nillWII I III III I llll

In

Concert

rUllll I llkllklillU At Littlejohn Coliseum
Friday, Oct. 5 at 8:00 p.m. $14.50 Reserved Seating.
Tickets On Sale At The Union Box Office

Incredible Short Courses
You Shouldn't Miss
Scuba
Self Defense
Beginning Bartending
Shagging
Ballroom Dancing

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15
16
16
21 & 22
21 & 22

$175
$10
$8
$12
$12

Sign Up Now At The Union Information Desk

No one's found the football!
The Special Events Committee wants you to find the
football with all the football player's signatures on it.
Additional Clue:

I'm hiding in some
greenery in a place
with eary scenery.

FALL BREAK SHUTTLE
Airport.

$15

S hiittle
Each Way
Good ONLY For November 2 and November 6
Sign Up Begins October 1. 1990

Deadline for Special is Friday, Oct. 26 at 4:30 p.m.
Make Reservations Now At The Union Information Desk
* The Cost is Normally $25 Eacn Way, With a. 24 Hour Notice.

What's Haying At The Y Theater?
I Love You To Death
I LOVE
Thurs.-Sat., Sept. 20-22
YOU TO
7 & 9:15 p.m. 1.75
Clemson's Favorite Midnight
DEATH
Movie Returns!
$

Heavy Metal
Pri. 8e Sat., Sept. 21 & 22

Midnight $ 1.75
NextWeek:
The Freshman
Running Man

IKIM\kK!H \M

rag wtochesofZMtwiok
Sun Sept 23
7 &?"9:15 p.m.

FREE WITH ID

Experience the frigid waters of Sliding Rock
on Sunday, September 30. Cost is $18.
Ride to N.C. on Sunday, October 7
to conquer the Ultimate Ropes Course.
Cost is $20.
Sign up at the Union Information Desk.

TWSPA Presents:

Maya Angelou
Lecturer, Actress, Author,
Playwrite, and morel

Wed.. October 3
at 7 p.m.
Tillman Auditorium

REE ADMISSION
tiaanasahbi
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Book
sale deemed 'success*
by Terry E. Manning
Time-Out editor

"It was successful beyond our
wildest expectations," said Steve
Johnson of the Cooper Library's
first book sale this past Friday and
Saturday.
Johnson, who handles monograph acquisitions for the library,
and who organized the sale, added

that over four thousand books
were sold. Estimating that around
ninety-eight percent of the books
were bought Friday, he also stated
that many of the people who came
Saturday were disappointed to
find that the sale was ended prematurely when the last were sold.
"We grossed $3,437.52,"
Johnson said, "and next year, we'll
have a better idea of what to expect so we can do even better."

CHEAP AIR FARES
Book how for Best Fares
• Fall Break •
• Thanksgiving •
• Christmas •
Small World Travel
Across From Domino* Two Lacgltaii In Clrraon
654-6125

sumed.
"I think that... 'Wild at Heart' is
•Romeo and Juliet' in the deep
South." Gifford says, "and people
are thrilled when (Sailor and Lula)
get back together again" at the end
of the film. (In the book, Sailor
leaves Lula and his son. Pace, after
Lula picks him up from the train
station and gets noticeably upset.
Sailor has just gotten out of prison.)
Lynch had some inside knowledge of the rest of the story, Gifford
explains, because he had read three
of the four upcoming works in the
Sailor saga. Yes, the Sailor and
Lula story will continue.
The title of the hardback volume
to be published by Random House
next March is "Sailor's Holiday:
The Wild Life of Sailor and Lula."
The second book develops the story
of Perdita, who drove away in the
getaway car when Bobby Peru and
Sailor were robbing the feed store.
The third book is called "Sailor's
Holiday" and chronicles what
happens when Sailor and Lula get
together when he gets out of jail for
the robbery. The fourth is called
"Sultans of Africa" and is about
Pace, Sailor's and Lula's son, when
he is 15 years old. The fifth book is
"Consuelo's Kiss," about Sailor's
50th birthday and a trip he and Lula
make to Graceland in Memphis.
Gifford says his characters are a

sion and obsessions into it."
The result is the three W's —
"Wild at Heart," "The Wizard of
Oz" and "West Side Story," he says.
"It's something different. Radical in one sense ... (but) better than
having something that's really dull
and tedious."
About 80 percent of the dialogue
in the film comes from the book,
Gifford says. Lynch wrote the
screenplay, significantly changing
some characters and creating others.
For instance, he turns Marietta,
Lula's mother, into a ridiculously
overblown, grotesque wicked witch.
In the book, she is merely an overbearing, protective mother who
wants to protect Lula from the harm
that might come from being involved with a man who has a
criminal record, namely Sailor
Ripley.
•
"I would have preferred to have
seen her retain that kind of texture,"
Gifford says. "But Lynch needed
somebody to play that role and
Marietta was it. You have to understand that the film should really
be an echo of the novel. An inspired
echo."
Lynch has created a modern
myth, Gifford says. He's made an
absurdist film in the tradition of
absurd theater, where a fundamental lack of reasonableness and coherence in human existence is as-

filter to show how absurd the world
can be, how random violence can
be in the 1990s.
"And also to bring out a certain
element of how abusive people are
to one another," he says. "Lula's
the most important character I've
ever written about. She's the only
one in 'Wild at Heart' ... who matures."
While he admits that the film
clearly shows that Lynch is "fascinated by the weird and the terrible,"
Gifford sees artistic redemption in
what he did with the story line.
"I have no argument with the
film as it stands," Gifford says.
Gifford says Lynch is interested
in making another film from the
Sailor saga, if the current film succeeds. "We're in a wait-and-see
period," he says.
Laura Dern and Nicholas Cage,
who play Lula and Sailor in the
film, have said they wanted to participate.
Gifford wrote the Sailor books
—two novels and three novellas—
over a two-year period.
Of his vision, he says, "It's a
way for me to talk about how I
perceive the world.... At the core is
this love story . these people's
devotion to one another. Despite
random violence and weirdness and
crazy behavior, they're able to
somehow survive."

Catch the Rock 101 morning team
of Mike Benson and Mike Allen
on the Spike Show Saturday
night from 8-10 p.m.
With other special guests!

Across From Shoney's
654-8440

Make Trax To Snax
Friday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
To See The
Miller Geniune Draft
"Cold Patrol Girls"

$ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $

Miller Lite and Geniune Draft
Suitcases $10,49 (Friday Only)
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Order your Clemson University Class Ring!
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Come in w/Coupon or School ID

2.00

(Hey! There's a coupon out there somewhere for $1.75 Banana Split!)
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FELLAS, from 14
sensitive side through scenes
showing his affection for Henry
and an emotional outbreak when a
friend is killed. It is DeNiro's diversity that make Jimmy such a fascinating character to watch.
Joe Pesci is unnerving as the
short-tempered, brutally violent
Tommy DeVito. His character is
more than disturbng. The viewer
wants to accept Tommy as one of
the "good fellas," but because of his
senseless killing is uncertain to of
how to reconcile him within the
framework of the "good fellas"
concept.
Lorraine Bracco gives a strong
performance as Karen, a naive
young woman who unknowingly
marries into the Mafia when she
weds Henry. Her portrayal of
Karen's deterioration as she becomes involved in Henry's drug
business and subsequent addiction
to cocaine is sensational. Bracco is
an equal match for Liotta and their
scenes together are some of the best
in the movie.
Scorsese's direction is an intricate part of the movie and he is at
the height of his craft, He uses nar-

ration, primarily by Henry and to a
lesser extent by Karen, to give insight into the charcters thoughts ,
feeling, and doubts. He also
impelements stop action, freezing
frames and holding them while the
voiceovers continue. This technique
focuses the audience's attention on
the narration with no moving images to distract.
"Good Fellas" follows Henry
through three decades of life in the
Mafia, and the movie makes use of
many cultural elements to recreate
the atmoshere of the different time
periods. Each decade is characterized by its own styles of clothing,
cars and music. Even subtle changes
in hair styles help to establish the
appropriate settings. The type of
crime that Henry is involved in also
changes to reflect the different social and economical aspects of the
differing decades.
Scorsese is a master of his craft
and has surrounded himself with
excellent acting. Wth an eye for
detail and the courage to be innovative, "Good FeLlas" is one of the
finest movies of its genre ever made.
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Clemson Players to present first
production of 1990-91 theater season
For their first production of the
fall season, the Clemson Players
will present the Beth Henley play,
"The Miss Firecracker Contest,"
Oct. 2-6 in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
The play is a comedy about a
young girl, Carnelle Scott, who
desperately wants to win the local
beauty contest in her hometown.
A long-running off-Broadway
success, "Miss Firecracker" ex-

poses the humor to be found in
everyday small town life.
"The Miss Firecracker Contest"
is directed by Clemson University
Associate Professor of Theatre
Raymond Sawyer with scenery and
lighting design by David Hartmann.
The cast includes Allison Tutterow,
Helen Panagoulias, Cathy Nivens,
Larry Webster, Jennifer Manske and
Greg Sommer.
Shows will begin at 8 p.m., with

April 13 Could Be The Most
Important Day of Your Career
Why April 13? Because that's when you can take the
Fundamentals of Engineering exam and become
qualified as an engineer-in-training ... the first step in
becoming a Professional Engineer.
If you're an engineering student consider this. P.E.
registration allows more career flexibility and
choice. Professional Engineers aren't locked out
of a career path; jobs are theirs for the choosing
in government, industry, construction and private practice. Many employers require
registration for advancement to senior
engineering positions.

Exhibit will feature
landscape design
Landscape architecture is the
subject of "Transforming the
American Garden," on exhibit
through Oct. 17 at Clemson
University's Rudolph E. Lee Gallery in Lee Hall, the College of
Architecture.
The exhibit will feature 12 new
landscape designs in conjunction
with a landscape architecture symposium circulated by the Harvard
University Graduate School of De-

sign.
Clemson recently added landscape architecture to its undergraduate degree programs in the
College of Architecture.
Admission to Lee Gallery exhibits is free. Gallery hours are 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.

It will never be easier to take the exam than
now, while courses are still fresh in your
mind. The test will be administered on
April 13 at sites selected by the State
Board of Registration for Professional
Engineers and Land Surveyors. The
cut-off date for exam applications is
January 1. For more information,
call the state board at (803)
734-9166.

For more information, contact
the gallery director at 656-3880.

Clip and return the coupon below for
a free brochure on how to become a
P.E.:

The Tiger needs
artists.
Call
656-2150

Please send me the free brochure, "Why Become a P.E.?
The NCEES Guide to Registration-

State:

TUESDAY

Monday
Night
Football
via
Big Screen

ALL
REQUEST
NIGHT

Dave
Moseur-New
Check out the
DJ from
ports Bloopers
Atlanta

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Shaggers
Night
60's&
70's
Beach
Music

_ Zip Code:

Return to: The National Council of Examiners
for Engineering and Surveying
Executive Director
jP.O. Box 1686 • Clemson, S.C. 29633-1686

A newspaper
doesn't just appear you know.

Best Dance Club this side of Atlanta

MONDAY

a matinee on Thursday, Oct. 4 at
3:30 p.m. in addition to the evening
performance. Tickets are $4 for
the general public, $2 for Clemson
faculty and staff, and free to
Clemson students.
Tickets will be available at the
door, but to order in advance, or
for any other information about
the play, call the Clemson University box office at 656-2461.

Ladies!!
Check out
those SACKS
OF LEGS!

FRIDAY

Ladies, are
you
TOO HOT
TO
HANDLE?

Male Legs That Is! If so, you could
receive
$150.00 Cash for
the Best Sack of
$100.00
Leggs
CASH

21 yrs - ID REQUIRED
HAPPIEST HOURS IN ANDERSON
HOLIDAY INN ANDERSON
Monday-Friday 5-8

SATURDAY

TOP 40
Party Alert

HQGEST
PARTY
This side
of Atlanta

Special Happy Hour Prices
S2.25 Bar Brands
SI.25 Bottle Beer
$.75 Draft

The Tiger needs
people interested in
writing, layout,
photography and
advertising to help
get the paper out
on time.

Come to the
meeting at 8 p.m.
Sunday in room
906 of the University Union.
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'Diary' now available in bookstores

Secret of Laura Palmer becomes family affair for Lynch s
It is 10:15 a.m. and Lynch is
sitting in her New York hotel room
with her book publicist. One would
think she is thousands of miles away
from the warped berg of Twin Peaks.
But a few minutes of dialogue with
Lynch blurs the boundaries between
TV's hot surreal soap and real life.
Lynch is drinking — what else
— a cup of what she says is "damn
fine coffee."
Hold on. Reality check.
What is this Java fixation the
mountain-grown people of Twin
Peaks and the Lynch clan seem to
have?
"I do like my coffee," says
Lynch. Indeed she does. Three years
ago Lynch had tattooed on her upper arm an art-deco style coffee cup
with her signature emerging from
its pink steam.
Hold on. Reality check.
What's with this tattooed arm
thing. Didn't one of the "Peaks"
suspects — the one-armed man —
chop off his tattooed arm to hide
murder evidence? Coffee, tattoos.
Lynch assures us she has no self-

By LARK BORDEN
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network
"The Secret Diary of Laura
Palmer," is the kind of book we
used to read in Mr. Blickensderfer's
boring seventh-grade German class.
Of course we carefully pasted a
copy of Goethe's biography over
the actual cover.
This book is smut.
Orgies, sadomasochism, druginduced erotica, profanity, murder,
bestiality, homosexuality, bisexuality, hyper-drive sexuality. You
name it, it is here.
Its author should be ashamed.
And she is.
"I am: I am," says Jennifer
Lynch. "But Laura's not."
Lynch is the 22-year-old
daughter of "Twin Peaks" co-creator David Lynch and is the "medium" who brings the murdered
Laura Palmer's secret diary to a
bookstore near you (Pocket Books,
$8.95).

amputation rituals in mind for the
near future.
For "Peak" newcomers, Laura
Palmer was the cute corpse that
washed ashore, wrapped in plastic
near the fictional Pacific Northwest
timber town of Twin Peaks, just
south of the Canadian border. As
the investigation into her murder
progresses, Laura's secrets begin to
emerge ... and she did have secrets.
From that Glad Bag of waterlogged
gore comes a weird TV drama that
is a twisted sister of the "who shot
J.R.?" episodes of "Dallas."
Laura's diary was discovered
in one of the original eight episodes
of the series. But that diary, we
learn, was a pigeon diary, composed to steer snoopers away from
her real diary — this "secret" diary.
That book will be discovered in an
early episode of this season' s "Twin
Peaks," which begins its new season on ABC with a two-hour episode
at 9 p.m. EDT Sunday, Sept. 30.
(The show will move to it's 10p.m.
Saturday timeslot on Oct. 6.)
Characters Lynch introduces in the

closing pages of the diary soon will
be introduced to television audiences.
So how could Laura write such
filth?
"In her defense," says Lynch,
"one of the things that is most relevant about this is — if you are
going to look at Laura as if she is
real — you can't condemn her. It
was one of the most therapeutic
things she could have done."
"I think Laura was an angel
who got shot down and her wings
cut without her permission."
There are clues chockablock
in the diary that are delicately, intricately woven from threads left
unraveled in the first eight episodes
of "Twin Peaks." Indeed they seem
so well thought out that one wonders how much time and effort
young Jennifer Lynch had to spend
with her father .and "Peaks" cocreator Mark Frost to ensure the
continuity of the mystery?
"We had a few meetings (with
David and Mark) — one in a very
dark room with the door locked.

They looked at each other and said
'I guess she needs to know, doesn't
she?'"
And in the darkness (how
"Peakish"), Jennifer Lynch became
one of the exclusive trio that indeed
knows who killed Laura Palmer.
"I was told and sworn to secrecy. Questions were asked by me
on who Laura was ... in their opinions. After those meetings in which
we set the parameters, I had such a
freedom. 1 couldn't reveal too much.
But after I spent a few weeks alone
with Laura, she came to me."
"She walked in front of me, as
if in dreams."
Hold on. Reality check.
Coffee, tattoos, dreams.
It seems everyone in "Twin
Peaks" dreams. There are Tibetan
dreams, dwarf dreams, one-armed
man (remember the tattoo) dreams,
fire dreams, long-haired-man
dreams. As Sheriff Harry Truman
says to the perpetually dreaming
FBI Agent Cooper:
"Cooper, I'd be afraid to sleep."

Time-Out.
Sometimes it hurts too much for words.

Call Us!
Anderson
1006 N. Main St

226-9393
Seneca
924 Hwy. 123 Bypass

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN MONEY WHILE YOU
ARE WORKING OR GOING TO CLASS AND AT THE
SAME TIME ESTABLISH YOUR OWN CREDIT? *
FOR A VERY LOW COST — NO CREDIT CHECK &
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE A MASTERCARD GUARANTEED, & MAKE MONEY AT THE
SAME TIME. * FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL OR
WRITE FOR DETAILS.

882-9783
Clemson
384-2 College Ave.

654-3082
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IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA."
DOUBLE
DELIGHTS

PIZZA

$1 199

$
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$1 Q99
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Beef. Extra Cheese
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Special

$1 199
JL A. MEDIUM
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$1 099
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Onions Peppers, i'epperoni. Uecf.
Sausage. Ham. Mushrooms. Olives
Extra Cheese
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$

12 99

Two large original Cheese Pizzas
S12.99 Additional toppings SI.99
covers both pizzas

1

H
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Two Large Original Pizzas
with Cheese for only

JL %J LARGE

Additional Toppings SI.49
Covers both Pizzas

Large I'eppcroni pizza.
Pick-up only.
Expires: 12-1-90

♦ Proven, brand-name software
♦ Priced for students
♦ Each with a special manual designed for easy learning
♦ Available exclusively at your college bookstore
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LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
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99
Ask for our Late Night Special and
receive a medium one lopping
pizza for S5 99. Additional topping
price .99.
Valid after 10 p.m.
Sun-

Thurs.
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Student Edition Software from
Addison-Wesley
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1321 S.W. 16th Terr. #103
Cape Coral, Florida 33991
1-800-648-0682 or 1-813-772-4092

Soar with the leaders!
DOUBLE
DARE

MEATZZA

Get two medium Cheese
Original Style Pizzas for only

Joan of Arc Distributition, Inc.
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Look for Student
Edition Software
at your college
bookstore!
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Male Choir to
appear in
Tillman Hall
The world-renowned tradition of
Welsh singing will come to Clemson University Thursday, Oct. 4,
when the Chepstow Male Voice
Choir performs in concert with the
Clemson University Choral Ensembles at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium. The program is open to
the public at no charge.
The following evening, the choir
will perform at 8 p.m. at Fort Hill
Presbyterian Church in downtown
Clemson.
The Chepstow choir was formed
in 1988 and is on a three-week tour
of the eastern United States. The
visit to Clemson is sponsored jointly
by the university, the City of Clemson and the Clemson Area Chamber
of Commerce.
The choir sings a variety of songs
ranging from hymns and spirituals
to operatic choruses, light opera,
show tunes, and traditional Welsh
folk and patriotic songs.
Plans are being discussed for a
reciprocal visit by the Clemson students to Wales to sing with the
Chepstow Choir there next spring.
For further information, contact
the Clemson University department
of performing arts at 656-3043.

Central's Jeweler

Cuitom j&£i.igni
Marl* Millar
204 Wenllnk Rosd, Central 639-6584

5% Off For First Time Customers

Todd, Todd, and Brett
(Sigma Chi)
We are so psyched for
Derby Days!! With such
awesome coaches, how
can we lose?!
Love,
The sisters of
Gamma Phi Beta
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Y)u asked for
a computer that s real
college material.
We heard you.

The ideal computer for college needs certain things.
Like a mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded
software, that'll let you create impressive papers with
graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a
notepad, calendar and cardfile. It should also be
expandable, so it can grow with your needs.
The IBM Personal System/2* has all this at
a special student price.* And if you buy before

December 31,1990, you'll receive a TWA* Certificate
entitling you to a round-trip ticket for $149**/$249.**
Plus a free TWA Getaway® Student Discount Card
application. You'll also get a great low price on the
PRODIGY* service.
The PS/2* is perfect for college because you
told us just what you needed. And no one knows what
it takes to be real college material better than you.

Call THE MIRCO CENTER at
656-3714 for Details!
Located in Poole Computer Center
"This ofler is available only to qualified students, faculty, staff and institutions that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations Orders are
subject to availability Prices are subiect to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice "Valid for any TWA destination in the continental US or Puerto
Rico for travel September 16.1990. through December 19.1991. at the following round-trip fares: $149 00 round-trip for travel from September 16.1990. through June 14.1991. and
September 16.1991. through December 19.1991 S249 00 round-trip for travel June 15.1991. through September 15.1991 Seats are limited Fare is non-refundable 14 day advance
purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants forTWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be full-time
students between the ages ol 16-26 £I8M. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation TWA is a registered service mark
of Trans World Airlines. Inc TWA Getaway is a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines. Inc PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a
partnership of IBM and Sears
MBM Corporation 1990
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Sports
Early morning
wake up calls
sour my Game
Day spirit
Trailing the Tiger
David
Thomas
sports
editor
After walking (crawling) back
to my room from the downtown
festivities last Friday night, I
climbed up into my bed loft,
slipped under the warm covers
and- glanced at my alarm clock
illuminating from my shelf.
"2: i 7!!!!" It shouted in bright
red numbers that tamed the
darkness in the room.
"Great," I thought. "With the
kickoff at 1:00 tomorrow, I
should have at least eight hours
of sleep before I have to get up at
10:30 to meet my dad for Parents'
Day."
As I dozed off, visions of a
59-0 rout of Appalachian State
danced in my head, when all of
the sudden who did appear... the
DADBLASTED Tiger band, my
it seemed quite queer. Quite
queer, indeed, that the whole
motley crue of them would be
gathered outside my window
tooting away atTiger Rag.
The horns were hooting, the
saxophones were screaming, the
percussion was pounding, the
cymbals were crashing, and worst
of all, my head was hurting.
My eyes searched the room
for my timepiece, and when I
located the glowing numbers on
my clock face they seemed to
burn an impression in the back of
my retina.
"7:51 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
It hit me head on like a runaway Mac truck. I couldn't believe it. The Tiger Band was
playing outside my window at
7:51 in the morning!!!!!
"What sort of cruel joke is
this?" I asked myself, still too
dazed to even answer my own
question. Is this some sort of
unwanted wake up call?
I tried to scream, but cottonmouth had the best of me.
"It's just a nightmare," I told
myself. "This can't possibly be
happening."
I even clicked my heels three
times and chanted, "There's no
place like Clemson," but still to
no avail. The music kept blaring
and my head kept banging.
After what seemed almost an
eternity to a sleep-deprived sports
editor, the music faded, the band
was gone (at least until next
week), and I could go back to
sleep peacefully, right?
I rolled over in bed, but sleep
evaded me with a stubbornness
common to that only of a mule.
With my ears still ringing from
the loud noise that had passed by
my window wreaking havoc
upon my neighbors and me, I
finally drifted back into sleep.
But there was no escaping it.
My sleep only brought me to the
world of dreams, and as my
dreams began to take shape, I
noticed that I was in the Clemson
Band Room, of all places. All of
the sudden, the instruments began to dance around the room
torturing me with the ever-so-

see TRAIL, page 23

Tigers Maul Mountaineers; prepare for Duke

Last
years
Homecoming
still
haunts
memories

Big plays rule
the day against
App. State
by David Thomas
sports editor
Records were made to be broken
- or at least tied, and Clemson's
opening drive proved to be no exception on this day of record-tying
events for the Tiger placekicker /
punter Chris Gardocki.
"He nailed it, didn't he," stated
Hatfield after the game. "I was just
blowing, myself, hoping it would
go over."
Mountaineer Coach Jerry Moore
was amazed at Gardocki's range
stating, "Gardocki's 57-yard field
goal just kind of takes the wind out
of you. We can't even punt the ball
that far."
This time playing the role of
punter, Gardocki boomed a 66-yard
punt late in the first quarter to tie the
longest punt of his career.
Gardocki's other 66-yarder came
back when he was a freshman in
1988 against the Gamecocks.
Even though Clemson's kicking
game took the spotlight in the first
series, Tiger quarterback DeChane
Cameron didn't hesitate to reclaim
the fans' attention. On Clemson's
second offensive series, Cameron
dropped back on a third-and-fifteen
situation and nailed Larry Ryans in
the left corner of the endzone for a
40-yard pass, Clemson's longest of
"the season. Ryans' picture-perfect
catch increased the Tiger lead to
10-0 and added another staggering
blow to the out-manned Mountaineer defense.
Things turned from bad to worse
for the Appalachian offense. On
the very next play from scrimage,
Dexter Davis picked off Mountaineer quarterback D.J. Campbell
to give the Tigers possesion on
Clemson's 38-yardline.

by Nelson Berry
staff writer

Kevin Taylor/ head photographer

DeChane Cameron couldn't have throw it better for
wide receiver Larry Ryans on this 40-yard touchdown pass in the first quarter.
Freshman tailback sensation
Ronald Williams broke around the
left end for an 18-yard gain with
8:09 left in the first quarter to cross
over into Mountaineer territory.
Three plays later, Cameron busted
out for a 14-yard romp to leave

Clemson with a first down on
Appalachian's 18 yardline. Williams followed Cameron's lead with
another 14-yard gain off the right

see App. St., page 24

If this year's Homecoming
bears no resemblance to last
year's, the football team will
breathe a little easier tomorrow.
Last year Georgia Tech, behind the momentum of their first
ACC win in two seasons, came
into Death Valley fired up and
shocked the 81,550 in attendance
by routing Clemson 30-14.
So for those of us that hope
the 1990 Homecoming is completely different than that massacre, there are already several
changes even before the floats
have been built or the queen
crowned.
Ken Hatfield replaces Danny
Ford as the Tigers coach, while
Barry Wilsi l assumes the Duke
coaching job in favor of Steve
Spurrier. Clarkston Hines, Dave
Colonna, and Chris Port all
graduated from last year's highoctane Blue Devil offense. Gary
Cooper, Terry Allen, Hank
Phillips, and Chris Morocco departed from the Tigers offensive
cast.
However, if this game develops like some of the other Duke
matchups in recent years, expect
a shootout. In 1980, Ben Bennett
led a Duke aerial assault to a 3417 victory. James Robinson
batted down a fourth down
Bennet pass in 1983 as the Tigers
won a 38-31 shootout. Tracey
Johnson's fourth quarter touchdown dive gave the Tigers a hardfought 17-10 win in 1987.
Last year, many of those in

see Duke, page 23

Soccer team cruises past Coastal Carolina
by Jeff Kinkead
staff writer
This past Wednesday's game
marked the fifth meeting between
Clemson and Coastal Carolina. Last
years' come from behind victory
was stin fresh in the mind of Coach
I.M. Ibrahim as he went into the
game.
Clemson leads the series between
the two 4-0. The Chanticleers were
6-1-1 entering the game and riding
high coming off of wins over
Maryland and Alabama A&M..
Coastal was recently ranked 18th in
last week's Soccer America poll.
Clemson was ranked fourth in
the ISAA poll and sixth in the nation according to Soccer America
magazine going into the contest.
Early on in the match the tone
was set when Clemson goalkeeper,
Jaro Zawislan, went down early in
the game (only momentarily) as the
result of a low blow.
The game continued to be played
very aggressively. Many shot opportunities where available for both
teams, but none where able to find
their mark. Both teams handled the
ball well in the first half.
Clemson only slightly edging
Coastal looking a little smoother
and more fined tuned, executing
and setting up crisply. However, it
was not on a set play but rather a
foxy move that Clemson drew first
blood.
James Glenn, a freshman, caught
Coastal'sunsuspecting goalie in the

process of transferring possession
of the ball to a middifielder, when
Glenn pounced upon the ball. Taking it form the stunned middifielder,
Glenn put a move on the goalie. It
was a short dribble to an open net
goal at 27:37 for Glenn.
Ibrahim acknowledged the play
was not a text book one but added,
"We're not trying to look pretty,"
just get it done.
The game continued to be a very
physical one even as Costal's
Maurico Arayn received a red card
at 41:44.
At the 54:32 mark, Thomas
Najjar stole the ball outright, drove
on goal forcing goalie and defenders to slide. Najjar was at eight
yards out when he used some fancy
footwork, flicking the ball at the
last moment, to thread the needle
setting up Glenn who put it in on the
far post of an open net.
With the Tigers up two goals,
fresh players were put in the game
as Rob Fritz, Garret Cronin and
Michael Konopaski reported in for
the Tiger.
The Tigers were allowed to lick
their wounds they sustained during
this game and over the whole season; Burke Goodloe and Joe
Feinberg are healing and Pearse
Tormey is recovering from being
hit with a red card (A call disputed
by Coah Ibrahim). Najjar and Glenn
were still to be heard from both
Uuld luiuickiLV Mall ptHMu^mptier

see Soccer, page 23

A

strong defense helped Clemson shut out Coastal
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Soccer, from page 22
assisting John Hammontree who
drew the goalie and ripped one past
him netting Clemson's third goal at
85:30.
Glenn made the final score stand
at 4 when he finished the game w ith
a hat trick at 85:30. Glenn is the
leading scorer with 23 points and
also leads in goals with 10.
Zawislan, also a freshman, finished the game completing his fifth
shutout. On the season he has allowed only three goals in the last
seven games.

This native Canadian is, '* The
best goalie I've ever seen." says
Ibrahim.
This Sunday finds two
undefeated Atlantic Coast Conference rivals squaring off in Tiger
Field as fourth ranked Clemson
plays sixth ranked North Carolina
State.
If the Tigers pull-out a victory
they would be 4-0, a feat last accomplished in 1985, and in the drivers seat as far as Coach Ibrahim is
concerned.

Trail, from page 22
Kevin Taylor/ head photographer

Clemson's special teams may be the strongest edge goning into Homecoming.

Duke, from page 22
attendance and who watched on
television thought the game was
over after the first half. Two touchdowns by Terry Allen and the
pouring rain keeping Duke's passing offense in check seemed to have
the Tigers safely on top, 14-0.
However, DuKe rallied to tie the
game at the end of the third, and take
a 21-17 lead on a Chris Brown
touchdown reception with 3:18 remaining. Clemson then demonstrated the wrong way to run the

f

hurry-up offense with several 2yard runs, and Duke upset the seventh ranked Tigers.
The 1990 campaign has been a
sluggish one for the Blue Devils,
currently 1 -3 overall and 0-1 in the
ACC. Their offense has struggled
in blowouts against South Carolina
and Virginia. Duke's only win was
a narrow 27-24 victory against hapless Northwestern.
The Blue Devils still return
enough people to explode if their
offensive line gels. Dave Brown
and Billy Ray share the

quarterbacking duties. Chris Brown
and Randy Cuthbert both return in
the backfield.
Defensively, the Blue Devils
have new people along the line and
at the linebacking positions. Wyatt
Smith and Erwin Sampson lead an
experienced secondary.
Randy Gardener returns as
punter and placekicker, although
he was inconsistent last year.
The Blue Devils will have to
establish its passing game early, or
this could be a big Homecoming
win for the Tigers.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

famous Tiger Rag.
I screamed, but my shrill cry
was drowned out by the screeching of the woodwind section.
Suddenly I awoke with a sweat.
I slowly glanced at my clock. Was
it time to get up for Parent's Day
already?
I moaned as I got out of bed,
threw on some clothes and met
dad at a predetermined destination.
"Boy, son. You look like you
had a rough night last night.
Ehhhhh?" My dad asked suspiciously.
"No, dad. See, the Tiger Band
comes by my room every home
game at 7:51 playing the Tiger
Rag at unbglievable decibel levels. I couldn't get back to sleep
after they disturbed me. That's
why my eyes are so red..."
There, that was easy. Just tell
the truth and every thing will be
okay, or so they taught me.
"Sure, son. The old'Tiger Rag

Story', huh? You didn't actually
believe that I was going to fall for
that one?"
Now I realize that the whole
idea of the Tiger Band is to pro
mote football spirit and by no
means am I criticizing the quality
of Clemson's Band. I am just
simply asking for some peace and
quiet on Saturday mornings.
And with the city passing all of
the new noise ordinance laws, I 'm
sure playing music that early on a
Saturday is highly illegal.
I don't want to banish the Tiger Band from Death Valley, and
I'm not trying to demean the efforts of the band. But the idea is
to excite fans about football and
the like.
And when I am continually
stirred from my sleep so early in
the morning, I seem to turn into a
terrible grouch and lose all interest in anything other than hibernation.

What Can Make ACUVUE'
Disposable Contact Lenses
Even Better?
A Free Trial Pair!

We Love You!!
Mom & Joe

We want to open your eyes to the
convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses.
Come in for an eye exam.
If ACUVUE is right for you, we'll give
you a tree trial pair.
ACUVUE" The First Disposable Contact Lens

(|ofuitoH.4(ofi

Exa lunation and other professional service fees are not included in this free trial pair offer.

THE VISION CENTER

You Asked For It
We Got It

Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass "The Commons" in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College /Venue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in WalhaUa • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

Fugazy Travel

$

oo
25

Will hold your Spring Break
to Cancun

Bo knows
Dave don't
know jack.

LIMITED AVAILABILITY - CALL NOW
Also Book Air Home for The Holidays
"Yowfirjl stop to anywhere in the world"

1103 Tiger Blvd.

654-3890 | Clemson, SC 29631

Write news for The Tiger.
Call Rill Swain
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183 yards on 14 carries and crossed Moore.
In the first half, the Tiger dethe goalline three times to account
for 18 of Clemson's points, and fense allowed the Mountaineers
side to leave the ball on the four, although W i lliams stands out as the to enter into Tiger territory only
and he finished the drive with a most consistent performer from twice, with the further of the two
touchdown carry to boost the Tiger Saturday's game, his counterpart, drives penetrating to Clemson's
lead to 16-0. Gardocki'sextrapoint freshman Derrick Witherspoon, 44-yardline. With the Tiger deknocked the score up to 17-0 at the provided one of the most exciting fense swarming around the ball
carriers. Mountaineer Coach
runs in Death Valley.
6:31 mark in the first quarter.
With the clock showing nearly Moore could muster up only two
Coach Hatfield proceeded in
removing the first stringers from 14 minutes in the fourth quarter, more drives the rest of the game
the action to give Moncnef and Clemson had control of the ball that crossed midfield.
Rob Bodine led the Tigers in
company playing time in the second deep in its own territory. On a firsttackles
for a loss with three, while
and-ten
from
the
Tiger
19-yardline,
quarter, and incidentally the Tiger
offense sputtered to a slow, unpro- Witherspoon to the pitch out from left end Al Richards nailed two
ductive pace. Some questions soon Cameron, darted out to the left end Mountaineers for losses. The
arose as to why Hatfield replaced and shot down the sideline. Terry team as a whole combined for 14
his first team with only a 17-point Smith set the key block at the tackles for losses spanning a total
Mountaineer 30 yardline as of 71 yards lost.
lead.
One of the more impressive
Witherspoon
left all other defend"We wanted to let our second
offense play because we want them ers in the dust to record the longest hits of the day came with 13:10
left in the third quarter when
to get ready to play the first team, run in Death Valley since 1950.
outside
linebacker Ed McDaniel
Although
the
Clemson
offense
and if they do it when the score is
close, they have a better likelihood seemed to come in big spurts, the chased Campbell in the Mounto know the pressure's on them. Tiger defense remained pumped up taineer backfield, hit Campbell
Those second teamers needed to for the game's entirety. From the for a 19-yard loss and forced the
know that at the time we needed for first play of the game when Tiger fumble. As the ball squirmed
them to go in there and execute," nose guard Rob Bodine sacked around through players' hands.
Mountaineer quarterback D.J. McDaniel still had the speed to
remarked Hatfield.
After a scoreless second quarter, Campbell for a 5-yard loss, to the get up and recover the loose ball.
One area of concern going
Clemson wasted no time at all in last mountaineer drive of the game
getting on the board in the third that was stopped short by an Arthur into the Homecoming game
quarter. On the first offensive play Bussie fumble recovery, the Tiger against Duke will be the increasing amount injuries facing
of the second half. Williams gained defense stood strong and solid.
"I couldn't believe early in the the Tigers. All-American of46 yards on a wild bolt off the right
tackle to move the ball down to the ballgame, when it still was a fensive tackle Stacy Long
sat out for the Appalachian
Mountaineer 19-yardline. Williams ballgame. how their defensive line
sat out for a breather, but saw action just pursued so laterally. It was just game with knee problems but
four plays later to break in for a 7- like a shiver drill on a seven man will most-likely rejoin the Tiger
sled. They're just so uniform," starters. Doug Thomas, the
yard touchdown run.
For the day, Williams rushed for remarked Mountaineer Coach nation's leader in kickoff return

App. St., from page 22

Kevin Taylor/ head photographer

Defenders like Mitch Belton pressured Mountaineer
QB Campbell all day long in Death Valley last week.

Smiling Faces
Apply at TR's Pizza

average, is still nursing a sprained
ankle but might see playing time
against Duke. Rodney Blunt also has
a sprained ankle, but will probably
rotate with Williams and Witherspoon
at the tailback positon.
New injuries suffered against the
Mountaineers also plague the starting

lineup as Howard Hall sprained his
knee and will probably watch the
Homecoming game from the sidelines. John Johnson bruised his
sternum last week against the
Mountaineers, but Johnson should
still be able to suit up for the battle
with the Blue Devils.

n

251 Victoria Square
(Across From Post Office)

LOOK WHO'S 50!

Applications Accepted For
Delivery Drivers
Cooks
Wait Staff

Happy
Homecoming
Tigers
Call us now for Fall Break, Thanksgiving and Christmas
Reservations!

Happy Birthday,

We guarantee the lowest
airfares available!

Dr. Lennon

We also handle Amtrak!

Born
September 27,1940

Free Ticket Delivery
For Information and Reservations, Call

IONOSPHERE TRfiVEL
801-2477

(See? He used to be a student, too).
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South
Carolina is the latest conference switcher, ioins SEC
©Copyright 1990, USA TO
DAY/Apple College Information
Network
COLUMBIA, S.C. — University of South Carolina interim
president Dr. Arthur Smith heard
through the grapevine in June that
the Southeastern Conference might
be interested in adding the Gamecocks."
"1 promptly picked up the phone
and called Mr. (Roy) Kramer (SEC
commissioner) and told him that
South Carolina would be very interested in joining the SEC," he
said. "Understand, I had never met
the man before."
One week later, Smith and
Kramer met — at a meeting in
Kansas City between South Carolina officials and the NCAA Infractions Committee to review the
Gamecocks' probation status.
Kramer is a member of that committee.
"It's not the sort of place," Smith
said, "where you like to make firstimpressions."
But apparently the impressions
were good.
The NCAA, although it extended the probation period (with
no sanctions) until February 1991,
concluded that the South Carolina
athletic program has successfully
cleaned up its act after a series of
violations in the late 1980s that
included the use of steroids supplied by assistant coaches to football players and the selling of
complimentary tickets by basketball players. All coaches involved
in those incidents are gone. A new
athletic director, King Dixon, has
been hired.
So impressed — and satisfied
— is Kramer that South Carolina,
an independent in football and a
member of the Metro Conference
in other sports, became the SEC's
newest member, bringing the conference to 12, with Arkansas having been added during the summer.
"We think it would be a perfect
fit," Smith said. "The SEC is a
conference that shares many of the
values that we share. They emphasize not only football and basketball, but also the non-revenue sports
and women sports. That's the kind
of program we have — strong
across the board."
Consider:
— South Carolina's football
program had five winning seasons
and went to three bowls during the
1980s. The Gamecocks, off to a 30 start this season, were 6-4-1 last
year in Sparky Woods' first season
as head coach. He replaced Joe
Morrison, who died 19 months ago.
— Since Bill Foster was fired as

coach in 1986, George Felton has
led the Gamecocks' basketball
team to four consecutive winning
seasons and an NCAA Tournament bid in 1989.
— In June Raines' 14 seasons
as head baseball coach, South
Carolina has won more than 40
games seven times, appeared in
nine NCAA Regionals and qualified for four College World Series.
— The Gamecocks' success
isn't restricted to major sports. The
men's tennis team reached the Final Four in 1989. The women's
softball team went to the College
World Series in '89. The soccer
team has made five straight NCAA
appearances.
South Carolina, a school of approximately 27,000 students on its
main campus, is the country's oldest state-supported university. It
will celebrate its 200th birthday in
2001.
"One of our goals to reach by
2001," said athletic director King
Dixon, an ex-Marine who played
running back for the Gamecocks in
the late 1950s, "is that we will rank
among the top 10 educational systems in the United States. We are
also committed to rank among the
top 10 schools in the country in all
of our 15 varsity sports.
"This athletic program has gone
through a lot the last couple of
years — a federal investigation
with the steroids scandal, the death
of a head coach, a basketball probation — but I feel good about
where we are at this point."
"The Metro Conference has
been good to us," Smith said. "It
bridged an important part of our
history. But, honestly, our fans
don't identify with Metro teams
the way they do with teams from
the SEC."
But South Carolina's romance
with the SEC revolves primarily
around money.
"Being an independent (in football) has its good sides and bad
sides," Smith said. "During the
good years, it's great. But during
the lean years when you're not on
TV, you're not in a bowl game —
it can be a catastrophe. Asa member
of a conference, where you share
revenues, you don't have so many
ups and downs."
South Carolina was a member
of the Atlantic Coast Conference
for 18 years.
But when the ACC placed what
the administration here thought
were unusually high admissions
standards on its athletes in 1971,
then-athletic director and football
coach Paul Dietzel pulled South
Carolina out.

Kevin Taylor/file ph<m>

The South Carolina football program has enjoyed great success in the 1980's,
and now joins the prestegious SouthEastem Conference.
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The Central Spirit Board of Directors would
like to congratulate our newest "Paw Pals' '!!!
Amber Aktug
Teresa Bagwell
Amanda Ballard
Michelle Barnes
Janet Bauld
Irene Beyerlein
Linda Binkley
Carla Blair
Aaron Boyles
Anthony Bradley
Anne Brzonkala
Rayne Butler
Mary Caggiano
Jennifer Chaplin
Courtney Coleman
Susie Connelly
Anne Culvem
Jennifer Dawson
Lu Duffie
Holly Engle
Michelle Faust

Paula Fooshe
Kerri Freeman
LeeGreer
Nancy Groener
Kim Hamilton
Amy Hargett
Jim Howell
Carey Jordan
M J Kayser
KeUy Kruk
Missy Land
Allen Leland
Kim Leviner
Lisa Leiberman
LeffLindsey
Vanessa McCall
April McLeod
Christen Mercer
Amy Mizzell
Christy Murray
Pam Ostenson
Debbie White

r
A pni.ili' clul> fur mcmbci'N
md ibclritucria is >cars& over.

Open Thursday-Sunday 8-2 a.m. 654-2059

Ladies Lock Up Every Thursday 8-10
Male Dancers - Check Them Out
Coming Soon On Fridays - Female Dancers
Sundays - Open Mike - No Cover

Free Money* Friday 81 Saturday
* Arrive Before 10:00 p.m.

The Band You've Been Waiting For Is
Coming To The Zoo...Watch For Details!

Demie Paouris
Tracy Parypinski
Robin Prescott
Erika Reemtz
Barry Richards
Maureen Rider
Kristi Sanders
Dave Scherrep
Vaughan Schmidt
Amity Shively
Sabrina Smith
Kelly Southard
Eric Swann
Susan Taylor
Crissy Thomas
Cristy Thomason
Jennifer Topping
Joseph Trimmier
Melissa Turner
Jessica Van Dyke
Laura Varajon

If what happened
on your inside
happened on your
outside, would
you still smoke?
NOVEMBER 15.
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SM0KE0UT.
^CANCER
f SOOETY*
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Thomas makes the most of given opportunities
by Pat McGlynn
staff writer

It is not an accident nor a surprise that Doug Thomas excels in
athletics. Sports has been a part of
his life as long as he can remember,
and it runs in the family.

player profile
The 5'10" wide receiver for the
Clemson football team began his
athletic career in baseball at age six.
Baseball was his first love, but as
Doug says, he soon "grew into football." Thomas began performing
on the gridiron at age seven and
later would participate in high
school basketball and track, in addition to football.
His older brother John played
along side him as a child and now
plays for the St. Louis Cardinals
AA farm team. That is quite an
accomplishment for a former
Gamecock baseball and football
performer. Eric Thomas, Doug's
younger brother, is the quarterback
for his high school in Hamlet, N. C.
Eric is a blue chip prospect and will
undoubtedly compete in college.
Moreover, Doug's cousin just happens to be Mike Quick, All-Pro
receiver for the Philadelphia Eagles.
Athletic prowess is certainly a family affair.
The family involvement does not
end with brothers and cousins.
Thomas' father was the only coach
Doug knew until his high school
years. It is not surprising then that
he mentions his father as the major
influence in his life.
But Doug was not so sure he
liked "Coach Dad" when he was
younger. He felt that his father
would single him out and "jump"
on him more than the other kids.

The Senior Industrial Management
major understands this now and
appreciates it in retrospect.
"He saw that we (Doug and his
brother John) had some ability and
saw that we weren't using it right,
and felt it was up to him to push us
more," says Doug. Thomas may
have resented His father's pushing
back then, but there is now no doubt
that it had an impact on his development.
Thomas, a North Carolina native, leads all returning receivers in
career receptions and yards. He is
a 4-year letterman and also led the
team in kickoff returns last season
with a 20.8 average.
His accomplishments don't end
with football. Doug also competes
in track for the Tigers. In fact,
Thomas may be a better track athlete than a football player. He was
an All-ACC selection in outdoor
and indoor track in 1989-90. He is
the lead leg in the ACC Champion
4X100 relay and was the 1990 ACC
indoor champion in the 55-meters.
The 21 -year old speedster tied the
fastest 40-yard dash time since
Clemson began keeping those statistics in 1985. Need more proof of
his track prowess? At age 18, he
and three others set the 4X100 Relay World Record in the TAC Junior National Championships at
Brigham Young University.
Doug works hard in both sports
and has earned the most letters of
any athlete currently at Clemson.
Football, however, is Doug Thomas' passion. "I love the excitement of football, the roar of the big
crowds," he explains.
Until this year Thomas had
played sparingly at wide-out and
mostly returned kicks last year. He
feels that it is about time that he
received his shot. It was extremely

tough not playing when he felt that
he possessed the talent to contribute. Doug stuck it out and did not
complain.
"I knew all I needed was one
chance," says Thomas, "and I didn 't
know when a chance might come."
That chance finally arrived this
year and he has not wasted it. He is
now the starting wide-out and has
come through with some key receptions. To this point, Thomas
has also returned two kick offs for
touchdowns both of which were for
98-yard gallops.
Joe Henderson was Doug's
roommate last year and an excellent return man in his own right.
The two were in friendly competition all year, comparing yardage
after each game. Typically, Joe
would return a kick for 45 yards
and then Doug would promptly return one for 47 yards. Henderson
held the previous club record return
at 85 yards.
"I always told him I would break
his record, he just didn't believe
me," tells Thomas,
"He said that he saw it on ESPN
and was happy, he was jumping up
and down... he just had to call me."
Obviously, Doug is a big fan of
sports as well. He says that what
really gets him excited is watching
a great play come together. "It
doesn 't matter what sport, it can be
football, basketball, hockey or anything," Thomas mentions. As a
youngster Doug quickly became a
Dallas Cowboys fan watching
Roger Staubach throw to such greats
as Drew Pearson and Golden
Richards.
At first he enjoyed watching
basketball more than football, but
as a high school senior he began
watching football and studying the
receivers. The lesson to be learned

Ny Happy Homecoming ^O

Greek Gallery
Fraternitu - Sororitu Clothing & Gifts
353 College Avenue Clemson, S.C. 29631 (803) 654-6784

"^r

HATS

222

^NT

We are your campus supplier for Greek
jerseys, sweatshirts, shorts, etc. We
also specialize in party favors such as
glassware, plastic cups and mugs, Tshirts, etc. We offer competitive prices
and quick delivery. Any group orders
will be delivered to your house or dorm
at no charge. Let us quote you on your
Rush and Spring intermural garments.
Also don't forget Homecoming, Derby
^ Day, etc. Come in and see our complete
line of Greek sportswear and gifts.

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Thomas catches a pass in the Long Beach State game.
here is that a little studying can go
a long way.
Big-time football is what brought
Doug Thomas to Clemson, S. C.
He sights many differences between
North and South Carolina, but enjoys the Clemson atmosphere.
Doug mentions the rich tradition and the fact that Clemson combines big-time football with a small
-town atmosphere as his favorite
thing about Tiger Country. The
personnel at Jervey Athletic Center
are a prime example of these favorite things. Doug knows just about
everyone at Jervey, including all
the secretaries, and says, "It's like a
little family over there."
Combine track and football with
his academics and it is difficult to
believe that Doug would have any
spare time to spend anywhere else
but Jervey. When that occasional
free moment should arise, Doug
likes to cruise the halls of Mauldin
talking to friends such as DeChane
Cameron. He can also be found
playing ping-pong with any one of
a number of willing teammates, or
listening to music.
After graduation next summer,

WANT A KEYBOARD?
KEYCHAINS

KURZWEIL-KORG-Emu-ROLAND-KAWAI

NEW
SHIPMENTS
KURZWEILS from

R

RUSSELLATHLETIC

$

178000

Roland Sound
Module

$450oo
Brother Sequencer

$1.00 off Fraternity or
Sorority
Squeeze Bottle
Must Present Coupon

Doug Thomas has no intentions of
leaving the excitement of sports
behind. He would love to work in
some area of sports management.
Eventually, Doug would like to
own a chain of sporting goods stores
up North to put his expertise to
work.
For now, though, Doug would
just be content to play in Saturday's
game. He sprained his ankle against
Maryland and did not play last Saturday against Appalachian State.
He is anxious to get back in action
and resume work on his season
goals.
Not only is Thomas looking to
surpass Joe Henderson's single
season return average of 26.7 yards,
his goal is to lead the country in
return yardage. He currently leads
the nation, but to remain on top
Doug must fight-off Heisman Trophy candidate "Rocket" Ishmail of
Notre Dame.
Well, if Ishmail is the "Rocket,"
running back Reggie Demps believes Doug Thomas is the "Space
Shuttle." And hopefully this "Space
Shuttle" will take-off again Homecoming Day in Death Valley.

I10% Discount off any Salej
$10.00 or more
I
Must Present Coupon |
»
1

$22500

- KORG -

T^
Financing
Available

88 Note Dual
Sound Mode
$

118000
E-Maxll

$

150000

Roland
Synthesizer
$

35000

Stan Hinton Keyboards
2508-C NORTH MAIN, ANDERSON 224-1632
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Castro returns to lineup, Tigers win tenth of season
by Melissa Roma
staff writer
Anniemarie Castro rebounded from an injury to lead
the Lady Tigers in Tuesday's
match against Winthrop. In only
her second game since release
from the hospital, Coach Linda
White said she looked very good.
"She played a little on Saturday
and she's getting there," said
White.
Evidently, she hasn't got far
to go to full recovery. Against
the Eagles, she was six for ten,
with only one error. Castro was
assisted by Jenny Yurkanin and
Kristy Tonks in the trouncing of
the Winthrop Eagles (1-13). The
best three out of five resulted in
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a 15-5,15-2,15-4 victory by the
Lady Tigers (10-5, 0-0 ACC).
Jill Hensley scored three of
the Tigers' first seven points in
the first game before Winthrop
even scored. Kristy Tonks and
Karen Kamarauskas each put 2
over for the Tigers enlarging the
gap to 12-1. The Eagles made
an attempt to rally scoring three
straight points, but the Lady
Tigers closed with a 15-5 first
game victory.
The second game showed
little hope for the Eagles as the
Tigers obliterated them 15-2.
Anne Marie Wessel scored her
first service ace of the game,
eventually to lead the Tigers with
three.
The final game held a glimmer

of hope for the Eagles as they led
for the first time 2-0. However,
the Lady Tigers rallied back with
the service of Rochelle Thompson and the combined scoring
drive of Castro and Rayna
Griffing to a 8-2 lead. Yurkanin
took advantage of several Eagle
mistakes to serve four straight
points to win final game 15-4.
Pregame festivities focused
on Yurkanin, the present holder
of the Clemson career record for
set assists. She reached the 3000
mark in last week' s game against
Augusta College, putting her at
3002. "As a freshman she didn't
start. The majority of those
(assists) have been in the past 2
1/2 years, which is really incredible," said Coach White.

BUY NOW FOR
BREAKS!
WE OVERBOUGHT
INCLUDES: Cruise,
Florida to the Bahamas
for two adults aboard the/
Ocean Liner Discovery I,
plus 5 days, 4 nights
hotel accommodations at\
the Castaway
Resorts,(tourist class
rating) while in Freeport,
Grand Bahamas.
Tickets good for one year from date of purchase. Offered
through a Licensed and Bonded Cruise Line.
Limited Amount Of Tickets Remaining.

ORIGINAL COST $538.00

1-800-221-6044/1

American Travel
Send Check Or Money Order Along With Coupon To
American Travel Promotions
Suite 500, 9515 Deereco Road Baltimore, Maryland 21093
Name
Address
Zip Code
State
City
* Based on double occupancy. NOT affiliated with any Time Share Programs.
Additional charges for taxes and meals. Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

Yurkanin led the Tigers again
Tuesday with 20 assists against
Winthrop.
The Lady Tigers continue
their rigorous season Sunday as
they host UNC-Greensboro. On
Thursday, they open Atlantic
Coast Conference competition
against Duke during Spirit Blitz
weekend.
"They (Duke) are the team to
beat, and we'd like to have the
stands filled for that match," said
Coach White. Clemson also
hosts North Carolina at Jervey
Gymnasium on Friday.

Volleyball
Matches During
"Spirit Blitz"
Sunday, 3:00
UNC-Greensboro
Tuesday, 7:00.
UNC-Asheville
Thursday, 7>00
Duke
Friday, 7:00
North Carolina

New Release - Signed &? Numbered

CLEMSON'S
HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
Send. To:
Ginger Sebeck
706 Delphi Drive
Seneca, SC 29678
(803) 882-7843

16 x 21 Pull Color Print

$3500

Shipping Se Handling $3.00

Also available at University Bookstore and The
Orange Station at Littlejohn Coliseum

C&C
Entertainment in
association with
CDCC
Presents
THE
SMITHEREENS
Friday, Oct. 5,
8:00 p.m.
Littlejohn
Coliseum
$14.50
Tickets are on
sale at the
following
locations:
Campus - Union Box
Office
Anderson - Civic Center
Greenville - Pic-a-Flic
Video in Laurens
Seneca - Duffy's Western
Shop
For more information call
656-2461

Opener: Next Move

1 '4*0
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ACC Football Standings
Virginia (7)
Georgia Tech
Clemson(19)
Maryland
N. C. State
North Carolina
Duke
Wake Forest
Florida State(2)

ACC
2-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-2
0-0
0-1
0-1
—

Overall
4-0
2-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
3-1
1-2
1-2
3-0

Results from September 22
Clemson 48, Appalachian State 0
Virginia 59, Duke 0
Georgia Tech 44, Tennessee-Chat. 9
Maryland 13, N. C. State 12
North Carolina 16, Kentucky 13
Florida State 31, Tulane 13
Games for September 29
Duke at Clemson
South Carolina at Georgia Tech
Maryland at Michigan
N. C. State at North Carolina
William & Mary at Virginia
Army at Wake Forest
Virginia Tech at Florida State

Sellout streaks
NFL teams that have sold out all their home
games
1
the longest and the year the streak began :
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New York
Pittsburgh f*%
Denver Steelers 'y' °
Broncos 1Q79

.

Washington

-m-zn
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197

^dskL

°

966

'

1 - Excludes strike years, 1982 and 1987
John Sherlock, Gannett News Service

Source: USA TODAY research

Experience

Confidence
Every Successful Person Has ItHow Can You Acquire It?

A Prerequisite in Today's Job
Market!

Gain Both, Working 3 to 5 nights a week for prestigious
Colleges and Universities
Help Universities/Colleges and gain business experience. If
you are mature, reliable and speak articulately, we will train
you to be a PROFICIENT Caller and Fundraiser.
$5.25/hour
Call
FUND-RAISING AND MANAGEMENT COUNSEL, INC.
3921 CLEMSON BLVD.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621

231-7104

IPTAY STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
What:

I§AB Membership
Drop-in
Who: All Underclassmen
When: Monday, October 1, 1990
8 p.m.
Where: IPTAY Offices,
Next to Stadium Gate 9
Dress: Semi-Formal
If you must be absent, fill out a form
in the Student Government Building.

We are looking for new ideas! What new services
would you like Student Government to offer?

For Example, right now we offer refrigerator rentals,
shuttles, and free legal aid assistance.
Please Return To: .
Debby Connelly
Student Government
159 Union Plaza

Your Input Counts!
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I would Ve bought a Macintosh even without
the student discount.
Greg Gallent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediateh'
hooked. Its a work of art. I saw the student
pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're
a pain to learn, and working on them can be
a grueling experience. Last year, a friend
bought another kind of computer against
my advice and has used it for maybe 15
hours. What a waste.

"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on how to get it on
paper. You can create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they all work
in the same wav.
"Once youve worked with a Macintosh,
there's no turning back?
The Micro Center
Poole Computer Center
P&AS Building
656-3714

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.

c 1990 Apple Compute*, inc Apple, the Appte logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks r* Apple Computer. Inc
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Terry
Manning
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(32-8)

Susan Biggers
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editor (30-10)

Kevin Taylor
head
photographer
(30-10)

Da\id
Chamberlain
editor-in-chief
(29-11)

Eric Lyons
assistant
sports editor
(28-12)

Chip East
senior
photographer
(27-13)

Dean Loll is
managing
editor (27-13)

David
Thomas
snorts editor
(26-14)

Bill Swain
news editor
(25-15)

Tiger
advertising
staff (24-16)

Duke at
Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

USC at
Georgia
Tech

South
Carolina

South
Carolina

South
Carolina

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

South
Carolina

Georgia
Tech

South
Carolina

Georgia
Tech

Maryland
at Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

N. C. State
at North
Carolina

North
Carolina

N. C. State

N. C. State

N. C. State

N. C. State

N.C. State

N.C. State

N. C. State

N. C. State

N. C. State

William &
Mary at
Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Army at
Wake
Forest

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Wake
Forest

Army

Army

West
Virginia at
Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Southern Cal
at Ohio State

Southern
Cal

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Ohio State

Ohio State

Washington
at Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Washington

Washington

Colorado

Colorado

Washington

Washington

Colorado

Colorado

Tennessee
at Auburn

Tennessee

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Tennessee

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Junior Staff
We work directly with:
• The Student Senators
• The Student Body President
• The Students
• University Deans & Administration
Takes as much time as you give it
Meet People like Max Lennon, and other dignified University
officials
Get involved in Student Government and build your resume
in the governmental area

Stop by the Student Government and fill out an
application NOW!!!
ke a figure out ©f yourself ©n ©ampus
Call 656-2195 with questions
»
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Blitz

Spirit

Clemson Tigers
(2>eJteJ$>tat6*tty /4t^Cetcc Sxcetleutce and 7*aditco*t>
Monday, October 1st:

Friday, October 5th:

ORANGE SALUTE

ORANGE SENSATION

• Begin Spirit Blitz Week by displaying the Orange Ribbon
that you received in your P.O. Box.

• Clemson Lady Tiger Volleyball vs. North Carolina 5th
Annual Jam Jervey Night. Peanut Butter and Orange
Jam to be given away. Jervey Gym 7:00 p.m.

• Buy your Spirit Blitz T-shirts in front of Harcombe and
Schilletter Dining Halls.

• 17th Annual Clemson-UMBRO Soccer Invitational
#1 Santa Clara vs. Florida International

• Decorate your dorm window to win a pizza party for
your floor. See your R.A. for more information.

Riggs Field 6:00 p.m.
• #4 Clemson vs. Adelphi
1,500 ORANGE clickers to be distributed
Riggs Field 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, October 2nd:

FACE THE NATION
• Don't miss the #4 nationally ranked Clemson Tiger
Soccer Team vs. Georgia State Riggs Field 7:00 p.m.

SPIRIT BLITZ CONCERT

• Clemson Lady Tiger Volleyball vs. UNC-Asheville at
Jervey Gym 7:00 p.m.

SPIRIT BLITZ PEP RALLY

• "Swinging Medallions"-Amphitheatre 9:30 p.m.

• Amphitheatre 12 Midnight
Wednesday, October 3rd:
Saturday, October 6th:

ORANGE DAY, U.S.A,
• All organizations, fraternities, and sororities wear your
jerseys and shirts as you display your ORANGE colors. If
you are seen wearing ORANGE you could win a special
prize.

ORANGE NATION 1990
• Clemson Football vs. Georgia
Death Valley 1:00 p.m.
10,000 ORANGE Balloons & 80,000 Rowdy Rags

• Judging of the dorm windows will take place.
Sunday, October 7th:

ORANGE CELEBRATION

Thursday, October 4th:

• Clemson Lady Tiger Volleyball vs. Furman

ORANGE CREATION

Jervey Gym 2:00 p.m.

• Wear anything that has an orange Tiger Paw to the
volleyball match.

• 17th Annual Clemson-UMBRO Soccer Invitational
• Clemson Lady Tiger Volleyball vs. Duke. Wine 2 airline
tickets from USAir in paper airplane contest. Jervey Gym
7:00 p.m.

Florida International vs. Adelphi
Riggs Field 1:00 p.m.
#1 Santa Clara vs. #4 Clemson
Riggs Field 3:00 p.m.

• Check out the window displays downtown.

Special Thank You To Our Sponsors
Bi-Lo

Central Spirit

Domino's Pizza

Clemson University Athletic Department
USAir

UMBRO

ARA Services
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
Pump-It-Up Fridays. The
next party is Sept. 28, 11:003:00p.m. at Union Plaza. Disk
jockey Mark Burns will be
cranking the tunes, and the
dunking booth will be set up
(weather permitting). The
cheerleaders will also be there
to boost spirits. Last week's
winner for the banner contest
was Gamma Phi Beta ($50
prize). In the talent contest,
Latonia Brown, Nicole Bryant
and Dee Leduff (TNT/The
Three Degrees) danced and
lip-synced to tie with Greg
Horton and David Wyatt, who
sang and played the guitar.
The two groups split the &50
prize. Every group in the show
received a coupon for a free
pizza. All participants are
welcome! Just put up your
banner before 11:00 a.m. or
sign up for the talent contest
on the spot. Come out and
join the fun. Music,
Entertainment, Pizza, Ice
Cream, Prizes...Pump-It-Up
Fridays... Don't miss it! GO
TIGERS!
To The 1990 Clemson
Ambassadors: We are having
a joyous reunion. Go to T.D.'s
at 5:00 Wednesday October 3
for food and fun. Bring your
wallet. Any questions? Call
Kevin at 656-4007 or 8588684.
Career
Planning
Workshop. Are you unsure of
your major or career goal? If
so, plan to attend a career
workshop at the Career
Center. Workshop activities
will include career testing,
information about college
majors and careers, and help
with your decisions. Please
call 656-0335 or stop by 207
YMCA
Building
for
information and sign up.
Don't miss the C.L.A.S.S.
It's coming up.
How good are you at
spades? NSBE is sponsoring
a "Come see if you can hang",
spades tournament. From the
professional Uno player to the
card shark, all are encouraged
to compete. NSBE meeting
willbeOct. 1 at7:15,inRiggs
Rm. 300.
The Minority Council
invites you to their open
meetings. The next meeting
will be held Oct. 16, in the
Senate Chambers at 6:30.

On Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 7:30
p.m., the Foothills Group of
the Sierra Club will hold its
regular meeting at the
Clemson
UnitarianUniversalist Fellowship, 226
Pendleton Road, Clemson.
James Hite, Alumni Prof....
of Agricultural Economics at
Clemson and Senior Fellow
of the Strom Thurmond
Institute, will tell us about the
study he coordinated for the
S.C. Water Resources
Commission to develop a plan
for the state's water resources.
"91" Sierra Club calenders
will be available for sale at a
discount at the meeting.
Calenders will also be on sale
Oct. 13 at K-Mart parking lot
in Anderson and on Oct. 20 at
the Clemson Winn-Dixie
parking lot. Visitors and
guests are welcome.
Chronicle Submissions:
Art, Poetry, Short Fiction.
Deadline Oct. 1. Send
submissions for autumn issue
to: Box 2187 University
Station. Call 656-2833.
Clemson University's
Wellness Center is issuing the
"Slim-Down Challenge" to all
faculty, staff and students
from Sept. 24 to Nov. 2. This
six-week weight loss program
is a competition among teams
of five people who will lose
as much weight as they can
during this period. Points will
be given for the amount of
exercise done each week,
pounds lost and weight
maintenance if a team
member reaches his standard
weight before the end of the
six weeks. The points will be
tallied at the end of the period,
and a winner declared. The
competitors in the last
challenge lost a total of more
than 600 pounds. Teams can
register at the Nursing Center
Sept. 24, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m., and Sept. 25, 1:30-4:30
p.m. Registration fees are
$5.00 per person and $25.00
per team. Starting Sept. 27,
weekly weight loss seminars
will be held at noon on
Thursdays. The final weigh
out will be held Nov. 2. For
more information, call
Alexander at 656-5479.
Applications are now
available for scholarships to
be awarded to undergraduate
students during the Make-up
Scholarship period for the
1990-91 academic year. The
deadline to apply is Nov. 1.
Applications are available in

the Financial Aid Office message. Please have pen
located in G-01 Sikes Hall. ready.
Students who previously
applied for scholarships for
Addressers
wanted
the 1990-91 academic year immediately! No experience
by the Mar. 1, deadline, will necessary. Excellent pay!
automatically be considered Work at home. Call toll-free:
and need not re-apply. To be 1-800-395-3283.
considered for need-related
scholarships a Financial Aid
Best Fund-raiser on
Form should be submitted at Campus! Looking for
least four weeks prior to the fraternity, sorority or student
Nov. 1, deadline to allow organization that would like
ample time for processing. to earn $500-$ 1,000 for a one
Students who have a current week on-campus marketing
Financial Aid Form on file at project. Must be organized
Clemson University are not and hard working. Call Lisa
required to resubmit.
G. at (800) 592-2121.
Female Juniors- Unlimited
travel
opportunities,
challenge, poise and self
confidence can be yours.
Excellent salary equal to your
male peers. As an Officer in
the Marine Corps, you can
gain invaluable experience
while traveling the world
over. Work in the company of
true professionals in an
exciting career where you'll
be respected for your
accomplishments. To receive
additional information, call
Capt. Gilchrist collect at (803)
256-9015.

for sale
For Sale: Baseball, football
and basketball cards. Call
Dean at 654-9240 or write
Box 2002 for price list.
For Sale: A brand new
Honda Elite motor scooter.
Never been driven. Won't last
long, Call Immediately! Ask
for Jacque: 646-3209.($875).

help wanted
Classic Photo-Needs apart
time clerical worker.
Monday-Friday, noon to 5:00.
Looking for an organized,
self-motivated individual.
Prefer computer experience.
Transportation required.
Please call 654-8019.
IsItTrue....Jeepsfor$44.00
through the U.S. Gov't? Call
for facts! 504-649-5745 EXT.
S-5987.
Easy Work! Excel lent pay!
Assemble products at home.
Call for information. 504641-8003 EXT. 5987.
Hundreds Weekly! (P/T)
Completing MIP Refund
Pollices. U.S. Government
Program. Call 1-713-2929131 24 hour recorded

Earn $2500 and FREE
Spring Break Trips to
Bahamas, Jamaica as parttime Campus Rep for Spring
Break Travel 1-800-6386786.
The YMCA needs game
officials for its youth soccer
leagues. Contact Kirk Allen
or Bill Wooten at 656-2460
or come by Hultzendorff
YMCA Center.
Lost: 9/18/90 Several keys
on chain with initials "JBS,"
tooled on leather. Lost
between Trustee house and
Student Union Building or
Game Room. Return to John
Simmons in Game Room,
Reward $10.00. Call collect
225-7449.

housing
Why Rent? Homes for
$1.00, Repos. Government

give away programs! For
more information. Call 504649-0670 EXT. R-5987

miscellaneous
Wanted: Cash, Sell your
baseball cards. Call Chris 8588057.
STUDY ABROAD IN
AUSTRALIA- Information
on semester, summer, J-term,
Graduate, and Internship
programs. All run under
$6,000. Curtin University at
1-800-878-3696.

personals
1990 C.U. AmbassadorsRead the announcements to
the left. Keven T.
Texas-Too much of IT kills
brain cells. Wanna get stupid
together? Zorro
Brent-Lots of luck with the
homecoming float. It is
definitely the most "dye-wit!"
Love, Kell
Kathy (KSTAFFO)-Never
talk to strangers on the
highway-especially on the
way to Virginia.
Michael-Hope you and
Stephanie have a blast this
weekend in Clemson. Your
big sister loves you lots and
lots!
Alan—You are the ultimate
male nurse and dancer. Love,
The Girls of Bauder.

The Tiger will hold
staff elections
Sunday, October 13,
1990 at 8:30 p.m.
Avialable positions
inclde:
assistant business
manager
art director
editorial editor
circulation
manager
Call 656-2150 for
more information.

